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4.	 HYBRID2 computes the fuel and energy consumption of a hybrid
vehicle with a bi-modal control strategy over specified component
driving cycles. Fuel and energy consumption are computed
separately for the two modes of operation. The program also
computes yearly average fuel and energy consumption using a
composite driving cycle which varies as a function of daily travel.
The modelling techniques used include the following:
Heat engine - represented by a map of bsfc as a function of
bmep and rpm, together with a curve of maximum torque
versus rpm. The displacement of the engine for which this
data is supplied is used as input; the program has provisions
for scaling the data to other displacements.
Electric motor/controls - electrical input represented as
a constant load plus shaft power divided by a fixed efficiency,
in both driving and braking modes. Maximum (driving) and
minimum (braking) torque as functions of rpm are also required.
Battery - modelled by a fractional depletion technique using
the power averaged over a specified time interval rather
than instantaneous power.
Engine accessory load - represented by a curve of torque
required vs. system output (torque converter input) rpm.
Included in these is the transmission front pump, in addition
to belt-driven accessories.
Torque converter - represented by curves of speed and torque
A
C-2
ratios (output/input) as functions of an output speed-torque
parameter equal to output speed/output torque. An input speed-
`	 torque factor, (input speed) 2 / (input torque), at stall must also
be specified.
Gearbox - represented by a set of gear ratios with different
efficiencies for each ratio. Spin loss coefficients
(exclusive of the front pump) may also be specified.
Differential - same treatment as gearbox.
Vehicle road load - represented by a combination of an
aerodynamic load (proportional to speed squared) and tire
rolling resistance. The rolling resistance coefficients
can include a constant term and one which is linear with
vehicle speed.
The program structure is modular, with the control strategy
and shift strategies being contained in separate subroutines.
A breakdown of the program routines and their functions is as
f of lows:
1. HYBRID2 (Main Program)
- Input of case data
- Output
- Numerical integration
- Computation of yearly average fuel and energy
consumption from individual driving cycle results.
2. VEHIC
- Computation of road loads, power flow through the
vehicle system up to the torque converter output.
C-3
Computation of derivatives of all variables of
integration.
3. HYPEAD
- Input of fixed, detailed component data.
4. GRSHFT
- Controls transmission gear ratio in accord with a
pre-set shift strategy.
5. PMOVR
Controls heat engine/motor power split in accord
with a pre-set control strategy.
6. TQCON
- Computes torque converter input speed and torque
given output conditions, or output torque and
input speed given input torque and output speed.
7. FILTER
- Filters battery output pcwer to provide a smoothed
battery output power curve.
8. INT1, INT2
- One and two dimensional interpolation routines,
respectively.
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	 MCCELF	 CPFFATTC I^
	 C F	 uYF.PTC	 V IFHTCLF CVEQ	 S per I F IEC	 CRIVi_
C CYCLES.
C
C CATA	 1 P CCM 40
	
-
000(TD3 COMMCM	 CIS°L, FPr( 20),TrMAX(2C),E4EP(20),°SFC(20•20) ,NRPM;N-F'F,








BNUNI TS, THSFT (5) , U F 'SHFT (F) , Ct!SHFT (5) , 00ISCH (20) , CYCLES (20) , nTC ( 3
C'NFPTr( 3) ,CTC ( 3) ,TFC (3),tSt;° (30),CNC (3-U) , 03AR (3n)
1•RFwF'ST,poccT•GFCF(20),RF"FCG(ZO),?PNOPM,EMUr`JT,RATU°•°ATON,NOF
2,PCEr:S(20),ErENS(20),^CFNS^





	 I^-	 COY4TN	 -
000003 CC!'4CN	 F A, !r R, F A C.F': ET,TCC,T7C,R Dw1)0,RP- 4 T t-	 TS C 	 SC,RC' TCO3TTCC
1 FOr TCN.Tmr,TEC,TNC?,TE02,TGC,PSC.PEO, p
 --- 02, cM C. P !',n,?,PG0	 PrRK,FC,
2 0 09'PT. °rW,PL7C•THRFC,TTC?!^
3,F;° l'E;1.FP W FCZ.F( TC2,VuRc
^,TS(;°,oc ► 'S C?rFSC a,ccNTr1,°ruTC^^pRNE °,oRM =o?_
C
000003 =EaL	 YCCT('C),Y(? n ), IN' T I	 INT?,V(C-),A(3),YT4c'(79)
000003 ?ECL	 EK(F.n)
000803 VEAL	 0, ISTl7).FCrNS(3)	 (7)CnO0n3 REAL
	 FCBAF ( 30) ,cc°er (T01 ,TIMC ( 200) . S°-'n (?On)
1 F C'" P? (30) .ECFa; ( 7 n) ,r ro t4? (?'1), c auGE(3n 1 . c7 r w j q (?0)
 ,EC 4 4V (30)
OJOOn3 REAL	 ECHF (7)4 fCrYS(3),rFFOA?(30),ESY(304(?1)
00003 PEAL	 VAVG (? )
700003 P CaL	 VPAR	 2E),SccWO(2=),SQFMG(251
10003 REAL	 =*'CT(2E10),caG(2Pn01,^EFL(71•RCPAQ(z_0)
^0aan3 INTEC;7- R	 IP o (2C)
C
^00n03 ^ALL	 HYPEtr (Nrcao)
C




















R E Ae 610,TFCNII^', TEC^'N'2,C5"'AX,ocryir^,^l^a[
PPINT ?3n, TECMTN ,TFCNP2.r9-M4X,cFnMI^!,VuAX
v4AX=V`!AX/3.F
GE 8 0 510,CTFLTo
nO 190 JCYC=1,MCYCL F-
PPINT Inn
^-nT I u E'=^ TC (.)rYc)
^E !_T='?T; (JC (C)
rC-40
GCLETA FC07FIK !- I • SE M I- PUTC ccL ' (01-10-7.'.) 	 H Y F ; T 0 2
0000 7 7 -F=TF;(JCv(',)
p ^0101 mCT= IFIY(TF/CFLT+2.'(0TFLTR/1. 0)+1.1






000121 "—^ PO 48 J=1 •MCT





VAFIA q LES	 CF	 ?NTEGRATION
C














V F LCCITY	 , NC	 ArrFLEP,TICr,
000141 V(1)=0.0
142 H (3) =S^E'r r ( I
143 V(`a) =I.`,T1(CELT/?. •TI ►',:'•SC=FC9N'7T"cl
0001=1 V(5) =T','T1 (CELT,TIME,`_'[:G C. r,STT'}c)
00n15c It 	 =T " I T 1(',.•CELT/2.,°(TNF,SPccC•"'TT"'E)
^001E'3 V(7)=1/(?)+V(?)-V(41
OnniES GC	 TC 7n






) =IKTI (T+CEL7	 TTNr',SFcc0,NTINc)
700203 V(6) =I *'T 1( T• 3.*r ITLT/2. •TTNE•S0ccn, ►► TI'A:1
000213 70	 At1)=(Vt 4 )-V
	 3.E	 LT)
000217 A(1) =t. N T!ai (A (11,9.0
0On222 a(2) =(V(F-)-Vt3)) /t3.64^.FLT1
0002?E =a^' TN1 c4c?1,^.^1




	 VFP7C (V i.') •A ( 1) 9T,YCCT,Y,JGc4A,JGcAP2)
000241 NTy=K.T%O+i
COn ?4"1 TF (c^-'O.GE.0. )F'-'CT ( N T	 'wC/EhU),+PIN ► !L0
000?47 TF(RGO.NF. C	 T)PNOT(P:TN)=FGO*cmUV4.01MNLO
0"^25 L, TF(IFLAr,.Fn	 I) r C	 TO	 o'T
2FE CALL




0no2E3 F_'	 PP1 = y r!rT (t ?)'1 r9n.
0002EF A9CT=t=St00I)
C-41















c 4 J=1 , 2n,?
JTH=J
IF(A 9;PI.G T .2 4 J-L9aNreAP P I.LE.2*J1G0 TO 9P
?4 CCNTINUF


















































0 0 n 5 E 4
IF(T.E0.TF)r_. 0 TC inO
K=K+1







P RIN T 710,T,v (it ),Y(12)1rPW,F9RK,Y(1),Yt4),EKIll
1JG,PPMT(,I, Y : 7" ),Y(=),Y(71 Y(91,Y(13) 1Y(IA),rSC,P9-:rv01!cIPCIC9
? „ G?.•QP"TC?,o(2), Y( F,1,v(a)lY(10),Y(19)•PSC7,PEC2,P•,C?
I ;7 (T.L T . T F) G C Tr 111
rI ST (J r YC.) =Y ( t21
^C l 01 J=1 • W, T^,
D MOT(J) = P " r T (J) *In In,
101 CCNTINIJF
CALL c l^ TEc(KTv,1.c^,CT=LT4•P'10T)
OC 102 J=1•XTN
TF( P KOT(J). LT, 0.1) ,r_ TO 105
ERG(J)=INTI ( F y CT(J) /WG,c CENS•ECFN'S MOEN'^S I
FQGtJ)==PG(j)*WF
GC TO 10?




CO 106 J=1 ,NTr`S
:EPL(JCYC)=CEFL(JCYf )+(?.+(-1.)**tJ-111*PYOTIJ+I /ERG.0+1)
10E CONTINUc
^ c FL t.Jr;Yr,) =C=_FL ( JCYC) / (?, *3E Cn.)
CCPL(JCYC)=CFFLf JCYC) /01TFT(Jr.YC)
VaNG (JCYC) =C jfT ( JCY r
	of,
r CCNS ( JCYt' ) =Y ( IF ) /Y ( 121
7-CCrIS(JC YC )=EE/(3.61Y(i2)1
FCCN:S?(JCYC)=Y(171/Y(1?)
FC ON S? (JCY r,) =F ? 2. / f 3 . E * Y (1 ?) 1
cCNE ( JCY(;) =Y (?1 /Y ( 17 )
EC'zYS(JCYC)=(Yfr1+Y(P))/v(t2)
P? TN T CL I, Y( 121•rf'(,N,z (jr vCI, P CC p,' c ?(JCYr),c rn lo -(JCYf;)r FCC fc2(jr
C-42
GCLETA F CFT c t^ 1.3 ' SE N I — AllTC ° C L • (C1-10-7')	 HY9RIO2
000601 c?INT	 945,VAVC(JrYr),C=cL(JCYC),Y(14),v(151
'061-; 00	 109	 J=1,19
JE17 ITIPF=ITI0c+IEP(J)
000621 i e e CONTINUE
000623 PO INT
	 :020,IP c ( : 8)9I" C (iF) , IP 0 (1 4 )	 ! ? P(12) 9 19 0 (10) ,I?c(P)•TeF(
1ISP (4) ,IGF ( 2) , ( I ° P (J) , J = i, 1°,,2), ITISP








C INTFG4ATE	 TC	 N EYT	 T;NF	 STEP	
^)PIGI^';^I,
C I'^t^I; I^)i' POUROOCE7n lin TTMP=T 
000E72 ^.0	 179	 JV=193
000673 JA.=4AXO(2,JV)







000715 A(3)=AMIT ► 1(A(3),9.g)
000720 177. VTs4PL=VTMF
000722 `lTMP=Y (11)+EK (11+ (JV-1) 	 19) *CT
000731 TFLAG =n
1 732 130 ('ALL
	
VFHIC(VTNP,A(Jt),TThP,YrCT,Y,JGFaf:',,)!;EQp?)




G r- SH F T (IFLA+;, JGEIP, JGEA r-2,NCEAP )
000750 IF (IFLAG. E r:, I) GC	 TO	 130
000752 tE 0 CC	 170	 JK=t g lS
000754 FK(.JK +19;JV)=Y-CT(JK)
0007E1 170 r,CNTIrUI
0007EF CC	 180	 JK=191S
00n7EE 'y(JK)=Y(Jk)+CFLT	 (FY (JK)+?.	 (.JK*19)+EK(JK+3ck	 1+FK(JK+=7))/6
000777 1P 0 CONTI1.10F
n01001 T=T+CELT






001012 ^^	 300	 JC=t,,\C(7wc
r
C CO'4nUTE	 FU — L	 A1.0	 FN' c PGY	 CCNEUMFTION	 CN CrM C CSITF	 C°IVING CYCLF












	r ' 01=1	 FCIA^e2 (JC) =C.0
	
016	 EC?AF( JC) =9.G
	
^Z1017




111021	 'SYSPP (JC) =C. n
GOLETA FCFTFAr 1.3 * r-E u T - AUjr JC L • ( n 1-10-7')	 HYgaTO?
001022 VREC'n=0.0
nn1023 CO ?EO KC=10CYCLE
.025 VRF CIP=VQFCIP+Gty"A(JC,KC) /VAVG(KC)
bu1033
	 -^ ?09AR(JC)=PC?AP(JC)+GAP'MA(JC,KC)*OEPL (KC )
001040 FCSAF(JC)=FCEAR(JC)+GANt3 A(JC,KC)`ECCNS(KC)
001045 Fr. 9AR2(JC)=FCE AG ?(JC)+G A m " A(Jr,	 KC)*Fr,ONS2 (KC 1
0J1053'__ .. ECEA1,(JC)=ECFAP(JC)+GAMMA(JC,KC);E+7ONS(KC)
001060 EC?AF2 (JC) =ECFA g; ? (JC)+GAt"! A (JC,K(7) *c-cotIS2(KC)
0010E6 cHEBAR(JC)=ENE P AP (Jr..) + GAw"a(JC,Kr)"FCH=(KC)
001073 ESYSSR (JC) = ESYC. E Q (JC)+GA N"!A (JC,KC) *ECSYS (KC)
001101 2E0 CONTINUE
001103 VBAP UN =1. /VF_CIP
001106 SPPWP.tJC)=1COn.•crOAF(JC)"VRAR (JCI /D19
C
r CCRPE "T	 F UEL
	















F G ACTICN'	 C c	 T CTAL
	




123 iF (Ji . t:E.1) Cr	 T r	 2Ec
125 rLCW=^.
00117E GC	 TO	 2Ec
001126 2E 5	 !:L C 14=0SUP ( JC-1 )
0011?0 ?.EE	 I'c t.^) t A' ►".LE.CEU P (Jr.	 1GC	 Tr.	 2F7
001134 PFRAr,(JC) =n.
00113-c GC	 Tr	 ? en
0011 ?5. 7F7	 IF(RANGF(JC). CT. OLCw-CWA F ►')GC	 TC	 270
001143 RFRAC(JC)=RANGF(JC)/C°Ar(JC)
001145 GC TC	 2AC
00114E 270	 IF( O AS)GE(JC).GT.rSUP(Jr)-n.WA 0 4)GC	 TO	 275










C CO`!OUTF	 r!rCE-A l.FRaGFO
	
ELFL	 A!I0
	 E ►:_°GY	 CONSUM c TTC^	 F CQ	 CCPPCSTTI
C ORIVI:4G	 CYCLE,
C
001175 cC'IAV(JC)= RFFAC(JC) * F C'A G (Jr)+	 ('. - RFQ.`%C tJ r ) 1. crcaaF 7(JC)
00120? ECNAV (JC 1 = RFFAC (JC 1 • F r. 9A F (JC) + (i . - RF ?AC (J(7)) 'EC° 6R 2 (JC)
C
C C04PU TE 	 FUEL	 ANC	 ENERG Y rONSUMPTICt,.
C
210 FC1V=Fr4V+r.NC (JC )' c r v AV (.Sf: )
0u1214 ECAV=ECnV+^^.0 (JC) •Fr^.LV (JC)
001217 E^acn^^=-r r.^.^^ +r!C(Jrl;LNCPe^t.lr1
001223 E;YSA+I=FcvcaV+^.;CtJr.)xFcrc=ctJr)
U-44
GOLETA FCFTFAN 1.3 4 SE M I-ALTC RF L 4 (f11-10- 7 3)	 H Y 9 P I n 7
001'226 FEAV=1007 .*FL'EL!G/FCAV










001241 °LIFE =CSTAV*D T1 (CCAV,OC ISCH,C YCLES, NOOSCH)
00124E PPINT cc0
001251 PRINT
	 9F 09(FCFA F (J),FC P AF2(J),EC°AQ(A	 RANGE (A	 F-'MAV(J),ECHAV(
1VBAR (J), S rr 1 rz(J),J=1,NCrwo)
00130 7 ORINT	 970,FCAV,ECAV,?LIFE




001335 200 STOP	 oi' I'^^^3R (tI1t1LITY
C FCRMAT	 STATENENTS
C
001337 E00 FCRNAT (I10,EF10.4)
001337 F.1.0 FORMAT (7F10aL)
001337 700' FORMAT (IPC
	
4X,l, FY luF, AX•5HSPFEC,9)(,FHOISTANCE,4X,9F+4.L.FCWEP,3x
19HBP. D OWFF, 3X,1 OHR. L. F^'E F ,Y, 3X.9H3 P . ENER GY,2)(, 1 OHK IN. ENERGY/





	 ENE P C",LX, 1 ^H?aT. EN E r GY, 3X, O H'7 YS. PC'.J F =, ?x, OwFNC. PC%4=
-LSX, 17HXCTCP
	
F -A c T	 Pr WFc)
1u1337 71C F OR4P T(1Hr	 8E1?.4/I?, c F.O,1OF129 L /I2, F l; .	 4F1?. 1, 	17X,45'12.4)
001337 e20 FOP"AT(IH
	 ,2EIg.E)
001 337 c2S F0R m AT (t H 1 • 27 HCC*.'TR 0 L	 FAFB NE'TE 9S	 17 p	 C 	 F c' • 12)
001337 X30 c 0 9 M A T (1H(t . c x,?0HMTN 4 	 E N C I N E
	
TC?r'Uc	 =• ='1194, = H	 ("ncF	 1)
1 /25x,E ti. 4 .4P 	 (4(:rF	 2) / E v ,20 H94TT.	 PTSCH.	 LI"T T 	 =• F11.4
2/6x,2iHN0HTNAL	 w ^T IP	 D CW c ?	 =1511.4
3/6x719HTFA N SITICN
	 SPE-C	 =,E11.4)
001.3 77 550 FC3MAT(iHV, 4 7rFVFL	 AVC
	
FNE 4 GY	 CCNSUMPTTCN	 CK	 CO NF OS T TE	 CYCLES/"
113HFU^L
	 -	 `"C r E	 1,3)(•13H F l;EL
	 -	 mrr-E	 2•?X• 1= ti-F ll!E?CY	 -	 "COE	 10x,
714HR4Nd r;E	 -	 NCCF	 1,', X•llY F UFL	 -	 AV. • c X,f. ?HFNF C GY	 —	 AV. ,5X,41- AV.
3 F 0,cXt13HS F .	 PoW r P	 -	 11
001 337 SFO FC4 y AT (tH	 . EFSE451
001337 971 F(; P1-1A T (IP11,24HYE19LY	 AV.	 FL'FL
	 CC"S1)M F TT0	 =,E'15.c/JY,3 LH YFA	 L 
1	 gA TTc^v	 FNFcCY	 CIJT F t'	 =•El6.5/I y , 7 7 w EY D FCTELl	RATTFGY	 LIFE	 =,E'
001337 c7r F C?MAT(1HO,2=HYCIPLY
	 AV.	 F EEL	 ECC N O MY 	= ,=1E.5/ix.
129HYrA O LY	 AV,	 W=LL	 PLLG	 rUT PUT	 =,E15.5^
0013.7 SLA F O° M A T (IHO,IFh-CYCLE 	 rIS TP NCE	 =,Ft2. 4 /1X,23 W FVEL	 r:C k ^U'! P TION	 CN
IF	 1	 =,F.12.L/21X9 p H y CCF	 ?.	 =,E12.4/iX,3F-H9ATT.	 E*'EYGY	 CC-4SUMPTI('1
2	 V OCE
	
1	 =. F1 2. L/?cX, FHilC rC	 7	 = ,E 1 ?. L )
701337 IVIO F CR"AT (1FH0,2y-Hti=AT	 FNcRry	 c a ACTIOK	 =,^15.c)
00133 7 c4S FOFXAT(1H	 .IFFIVFPAGE
	 FFEEn	 =,E 12s 4 ,lX,19H C OTTTR Y 	CEFL=TI(' N 	=0
1F,iX,21F'HF'AT	 FPCINE
	
ON	 TI D E	 =,E1 F .6, RH(Mnr'E	 1) , 1x, F16.6, fN (MCOE
7l
_337 IrnO FCRNAT(iHC,4F17.4)
001337 1020 FCF"AT (Iwn 1 40 9TTFR v	 c m" != c	 nIST c I O UTI nN• . /,Ox, *N c GA T IVE}, 1X. •FC'
IV r *, /i y ,	 *3F- ?4'r1X,43L -'0. 9 1x•*30-?5*,1x,* 7C - 77+,1X,427 - 10.
?l Y , *1°-14* .1 X,41L-1  C *, 7 X , *'' C -r *. 7 X, . c_7• , 3X.47-70, 	 *2-f `• 7X 9
C-45
CCLETA FCFIFPS 1.3 " EE" I — tt;T'(' ° C l " (01 — !R-7 ° )	 9yIgI ^?







GCL c TO	 FCFT r A •	 Sr M T
- tUTC	 ° C l	 '	 tC1-10-^'_)
SUBFCUTINE
	 V c F-IC(V,A ,T,YCC T 9 Y ,	 kIrcGn?)
1	 C
C VEHIC r ONPUTES
	 F OWF O 	FECUI ? EPE K TS	 ANO L05S=S	 F°C % 	''E A R	 WFFELS
C THROUGH	 EKGT`)E
C
C CATA	 IN CC4PCN -
c
000012 COMMCN	 GISRL , Q PN (20) , TONAX ( 20) ,S H EP ( 20) , BSFC ( 211 , 20) , N RPM, NMEP,
IEMUM,EMUG,PIKNLC,SPM(1(20),TyCwAY(20),TmCMTN(?n),NSPY09
2CTCZRO,TSP(2C),TOP.(?0),SFR(20),TSP2(20),NTEP,
3NLCCK(5) ,TRATIO (F) ,CT1 (:),CT2( F) ,EMUT t^1 ,
LW9 ,EEMAX,EJrJPG,F•lUcr_,?.,
F^RATIO,CI?1,Cf2,rw^:':, RTTcc.CT7RFi,CT?p^?,V^d5^,0LI,('r( ► ,




,('ur;pFF,^; f ^rLc,^;C ('NQ',^cTQVi
a NUNITS, THSET (51 , UPSHF? (E ) , rN SucT (5 1 , 00IS CF^ (70) , CY r; LES ('r1 J, >`•T^
9l:PRTC(3),CTC( 3),TFC(3) 	 ESU0(31),rNC(301,09tP(30)
1,RP MP-ST, FPFS T ,FEO P (? C) .RPXECP( 20) ,RP40oM ,EMUCVT,RATUP,RAT9N,NC
?,P(IFNS (20),ECENF (20) ,hCFNS
3, VMAYv TEONN2,UPSEL,C1`SFL ,0WA;M,KbX, R cv lY (20) , TAX (2n)
3aon12 CCNM O N	 TINC ( 3,2n0) , SPEC ( 3,200 ) , CA.MMA (30,3)
C
f	 C VARIABLES
	 If	 CCV4CN -
r,
^00012 Crll"CN	 FA,FR,FAC, FMET, TCC,7TC,RP-00,RP"TC,TEC,RPHSC,POMTCO,TTC
iQPyTCN,TMC,TEC.Twr?,TFC?,TCC,PEC,PFO,PcG2,Fr'C,°4C?,F;r;,P??K.FC
2°,r),PT,°PW,r-LTC,TN'^r",TTC7K:
z ^ po ►^Fi^, povG^2 ^cLTr2, \^NCc
r,TCC7_,cc,cC2,Fcr2,4cyTC1 ,P Fr,Tr^, ^c.ro,^o•_c^
E	 C
^.00012 REAL	 YC!1T(?D),T* T 1,I"'T?
C
I	 C COMPUTE	 S F FECS	 I N C	 LCAC- T NCF c c- k r NT	 L4SSFS	 TwOnUGH	 001VE	 TcAT!;
P	 C
100012 VMPS=AMAX1(0.O,V/3.E)
70001E NLCY=NLCCK (NGECF )
'! n00?i NLCx2=N'L0CK (N'GF"AR2)
^00(122 cO-.Ir"C= o , r.4 c 2 c 6 7* VMFS / PT IF




00003E TLFT=CT1 ( k GEA R ) +CT2(NI GEA c ) •Kcu-(
.100042 TLFT?.=CT1(NGEA02)+CT2(NGFAR2)*4cuSO2
C COMPLTE RCAC LOAD Q CWcR	 P ECUIREN ryTS
C AERCCYNAMIC -
C
110046	 FA =n.512c 'CCA* VNPSs s 2
.100051	 F A= FA* VP PF /inCO.
0000 =3	 LY^CT (1)=PA/IOCC.`
C	 -
C 	 POLLINC . PES:c t lf r;F -
C





















NST	 CRIVIN(	 FCFCE TC	 THE	 WHEELS	 IS NEECFC
C CIFFEgEN!TIAL	 -
C









C IS	 CAR	 AT	 PEST	 AN r.	 SCLIP! G	 -
C
000122 IF(APS(Vt•'FS).LT.n,2,allo,tgS(d),LT.0.1)G0	 TC	 300
C
C1?4 CALL	 FMCVP(1:JEFK,K-LCK,NLCK2)
;a01?7 I C GO Tf LOC
C
C NET	 CRIVIt!G	 FCaCF	 AT	 WHFFLE	 IS	 NFGATIVF
C
100143 200	 TTC=TO^*EMUC/CPATIC+TLrr
000147 TSC=TTC*ENUT (KCFA4) /TFAT?C (':C- cd c ) +TLcT
000153 PS0=TSC *RevcC *n.00r1O47t 97
0001« TS02=TTO*ENL'T (NCEA c ?) /Tt ATIC ((:r<<I R?) +TLFT?






	 TC	 L n 0
C
C
]00177 PS^=T30*cFMCC4 no in01 n471 C7
700201 "-SO?=OSC
000202 TT^= (TSC-TLcT) * T ?ATIC (!ALE !9;) 3 E"Uj (NGEAc?)
00020E TCO= ( TT 0- T LFC) *r'?ATTC/cwU'^
nn0212 GC	 TC	 '-00
-n r. 210	 CALL	 PYCVF(1,J°FK,N-L f^'<,	 LrK?)
10021E ?L0	 GO	 T^	 Lon
C
C CAR	 IS	 AT	 PEST	 ANC	 ICLTNC
C
100221 7V t,	 A=0. r
00222 Vycc =O.0
100?2^ CALL	 D "C % f c (n.J° c K, N! CK )
.
C-48
GCLETA FCRTFAN 1.3 ' SF 4T-1UT0 RFL ' (01-10-7')	 VENIr





	 EVGI k E	 F UEL	 FAT=	 ANC CE F TVATIVES	 CF	 VA4iA?LES
C
000227 400 IF(F EC * NE.0.01CC	 TC	 410
000'234 — FC=n.O
00023 r. GO TO 420
000235 1-10 F.Rt'EP=125.EE4'TFO/0IScL
000240 EFC=INT2 (PPNEC,°RNEP,R = N,?"E c: , ES r ^,^ I R PM•, i\MEP)
000247 FC=SFC•PEC
0002 5:1 L20 IF(PE02.NE.C.C)G0	 TC	 430
000256 FC2=0.0
000257 GO TC 44n
000257 430 3RMEP2=125.EE4*TEn2/CISFL





000302 YCOT (21 = (AP,S (rT- 0 0) +AP.S ( G SC- PT ) +A9S ( PLTC) 1 /10 00.
000320 --- `OCT(3)=(AESIFT-oC)+A?S(FSC2-PT)^A9S(PLT(:Z)l/10CIO
000333 YGCT (4) =AFS (ReR4() /1400.
000335 YOCT (5) =PFO/1000.
000337 Y0OT (6)=PS02/10Ci1.
M n03 140 Y04T(7)=PE0/100 C.
3342 YGCT (A) =nF0211^0n.
u 1)034 4 YCOT (9)=P"+C/IPOP,
000345 YQCT (1 C) =G"C2/1C0n.
000347 YCOT(it)=A•?.E
000351 Yn0T(121=V"F!:/innn^
000353 YO OT (13) =crC/LCCn.
000354 YCOT (t !+1 =C.
0003SE IF(FEC.EC.n,)C-0	 TC	 44-,
000356 YnOT(14)=1.
0003EO LL. 2 YOCT(i=1=0.
0003E1 iF (PE02.EC. C. )rr	 TO	 4 44
000362 YCCT (15) =1.
000364 4L4 Y') ^T (tE) =FC/3EnO.
000356 YDCT(171=FC2/?ACO.
00037 1 YGC T(tA)=(rI	 Lr+ p ^-C /EMU y + F GC* FM!!G'.MU°G)/1019
000377 YGCT (IS) = t o rt' LC+F M r2/ c ►. L •, +PCO ; c"'U r+ F Mi )PG2) / t 009.
000 4 0E RETUFN
000407 Z'N,0
GCLETA CC*cTr A ►
 1.3 • SE"I - At , Tr ?FL " t0t-10-771






REAO 61n,(RF v i J),T0NAX '(J),J=t	 (OlEc(J)
19J=1, N 'J F P),I=i,* P P ` l
P SA^ 60D0XF,PPWPcT,Per cT
REAC 510, ( PEL F ( J1 •P c ''tCP fJ1 ,J=?,`'C")
^IS0L=0ISPLicKALE
P8;ST=PPFcT"ckALE
CC 11 J=1,'^ FFN
Tr; ►•+ p x (J) =KALE"',) .'A x (J)
11 CCNTINUc
r:C t2 J=1,'lfCP





PRINT 910,FFw(J)•TO w A x ( J)• SHE D (1)•SSPC(J,l)
PO INT 806, (ENF=(K),?SFr,(J•K),K= 2,'44EO)
I r;CNTI%4UE
PRI N T AG7 , 4F?,PCT,P?FrT
PRINT 0110, ( P EC P (J) ,FPNFC F (J) ,J=1,'(OP)



































HYRFAO P'PL' TS DATA FCR HycRIC2
CATA IN CC P PC)• -
COMMON CISFL,FF w (20) i TCPAX ( 20) ,P"E P (2019 ESFC (20,2n),NRPM , N!'EF,
1F`!U`!,E?' UG,PIN E LC,S O MO ( 70),TMCMAX(?D) •TMOMIN ( 20) ,NSFMC,
2CTCZFC,TSP(2n),T09(?n),SFR(20) ,TFP2(20) gNTSP,
3NLCCK(5),TR4TIC(5),CT1(5),CT2(5),EMUT(=)
4WP, ,EEM ,IX,ENL' PC,ENURG?,
tnRATTO , COI,CC2,EMUn, PTIPE , CTIREi,CT?RF2, VMASS , OL I, CCA,
ETECNIh , Ce mll iRP ►'irL,VMAFF2 , PECMIh•
7FUELSS•SKALElTMSXL,NTH# W!COSC N ,CPGEFF,NCYrLE•NCCwP,rSTAV;
ZNlJNITS , THSFT IS) ,UPSWFT(E),CNSHFT(c.),00TSCH(20), CYCLES ( 201,NTC(
9NPR7C(3),CTC(3), TcC(3),000P(30),CNC(30)9C:AP(39)
1,RPNE? ST, PE _ ST,P= g P(20),RF w Fr, P(20) , aP` 0PM ,EM(JCVT ,PATL'P , RATON,N'C
2, P 0ENS (20) , ECENS (?0) , NCE NS
3,V m'AX, TEONN2 9 UPSEL,CNSEL , OWAR-,N A X , OPH AX ( 20) , TAX (20)
C^."! MC r1 ',IN'C(?,200),^or^C(3.2C0),r.pMVA(30,31
VARIA B LES I^ C CP''CN -
COMMCN FA,FR;FAC,FNST,TOC,TTC,RPPDO,RPNTC,TSC,RFNSC,RONTCO,TTC
1 P PMTCN,','MC,TEC,TMOP,TECT,TGO PSC, P EC, 09-r C? FNC, P M0 7 , cr,C, PERK ,FC
2FC,PT, FPW 9 PLTC • THP a r, TTC IN
Z, RPt!E0 ,PF ►'EC2,PLTC?, VNFF
L,TSC?.,RPMS02,FSC2,PP PTrt, R FMTC2,OR4EP,9ONEF2
,J= 1,NNE_1•t(9ScC(
P t A^ 5^0,^:F"C, Fw (," , Fvi; f ,TMc'CL,PT^1^1Ln,^PNICL,00u^pw
REAC 510,( c F %' CtJ1,T wr ►,ay (J )	 J1,J=1,NSC'o)
C-50
GCLETA FC C TFAS to Z • SEMI-aL'Tr; cFL • (01-tC-77)	 wycC ^^?
0002E7 CO	 2	 .)=1,^'SF1'C












C JCVT=O	 FOR	 TCFCUE rCNVEF7C'?, =1 c OR	 CVT
C
000352 IF(JCVT.Er..C)GC	 TO	 a
000354 R,EACoIr,E11L'CVT,RATUP,c47QM
0003E6 PRINT	 809,EMUCVT,PATUF,PATCN
000400 GC	 Tt.	 F
C INPUT	 TGRCUE	 Cr^.-V P RT n P	 CATA
C
0®0 4 02 4	 READ 620,YTSP
000410 REAL	 510,CTC7cC,(TSF(J).TrFZ(J).SOR(J),J=19NT3P)
00 O L ?1 PRINT	 860
00043E PRINT	 AE=,C7C7FC
000443 PoIt.'T	 ?70
000 4 47 PRINT	 8149 (T'SF(J),Tf'P(J),SPR(J),.f=1,NTSP)
"^C4e6 CO	 3	 J=1,NTSc
0`71 TSP7(A) =TE D <J)`F(IPT(Tr^-(J1)











	 610. f TFSET (J) ,UrSHF T (J) ,ONS uF T (J1,J=1,WrH)
1 0 05E6 PRINT	 849
COCF72 DRINT	 14 i
0057E F4IK'T	 PL-2	 (KLCC K (J),TRA TT C(J),CT1 (.1) .CT2 (1),F M UT(J),J = t	 NGEAR)
OOJC27 PRINT	 944,L'FSFL ► ^_KSFL
nn Of 37 0P!NT	 843
i00E43 PRINT	 PI L , (TFSET(J), UPS HFT (J),CNcHcT(J1,J=1,N'TH)
C
C I%'O1.T	 P ATTERY	 11-6
C
OOOEE2 ?E AD	 50E,vOCSCH,NCFNc,v!9,=E N A X , c "URG,F"U 0 G29C H r. ERc
000704 REAf1	 610,(CCIcrF'(Jl,CyCLFS(J)9J=4,N00SCH)





1770 PRINT	 911,(CCISC 4 ( 1),CYCLcS(J),J=19tIODSCH)
x,1005 PRINT 125
no t oil PR INT	 11 0, tF r F`r c (J) , E C F	 S ( 1) , 1=1 .':^cNS)
C
C T N P U T	 C T F P F c F ^ T T d L	 15PjC	 714 0	 -A TA
C-S1
	
GCLETA	 FC C TFA k




	.0 CI0	 PP.INT A75
	
001054	 OPINT ?8F 9 rFA TIC ,!'C1,CC?.EYUC•FTIRF,GTTPEt,rTIRE?
INcUT ACCFSSCRY CATA
READ 500,NAX
RE a C 6109(PFVAx (J)9TAX(J)9J=I,N'AX) 	
7 1'"^rTi; T.^PRINT 1000





























RE40 52F,f . TC(JC),NPRTC(JC) •NUNITS,OTC(JC),TFC(JC)
NT=NTC (Jr,)
c EA(? r-10 ,(TIPC(„r;,J).SFFCC(JC,J).J=t,P,'f)
I F ("UNTTS.`,! E.1)'7 C Tr /► I
r
V





















30 GO 40 J=1, \'T








0 0 T ►dT 0195
^0 320 JC=10-C"Cvc
FE 4" A I n CSLF(JC),r;Nr(JC),(rl'o
 I(JC,J).J=1,N'CYCL-)
c RIN'T °i	 c(Jr),T r( r1•(GiN""(Jr,J),J=1•":CYf;LEI
320 r,n11TINUE
PRINT 991,CNcRv
CSAR (1 ) =GSUF (1)
CC 4E J=?,KCCN=
C9 dP (J)=(CSLF(J	 (J-i))/?.
LC- CONT INl1E
°E T11 c N
C




^,fl1142n	 EC1 ^.1R":T (:1^.^=17.41
1111 420
(.-SL
GOLETA FCFTF0 1.' 4 CrWT-CI;Tr F c L ` (01-10-7')	 NYzzEAr)
001420 (10 FCRMCT(7F10.4)
0"' 420 F29 c ORMAT (7I10 )
4 20 E25 FCR''AT (3I1a,?c In. 4)
00142n 800 c OP;4 AT(1F'U,11 PEN GINE
	
CAT A /1X, ?3NFUEL
	
S°ECIFIC	 GPAVTTY	 =•E12.L/
11X,1 4 HDISFLACEN.cNT	 =,E1294)
001420 PD: FORMAT (I HO97x,3NR c )O ,9X 9 1IH'AX.	 TORO UE•9X,4HE M EP,I? y 	LH9SFC)
001420 PDc FORMAT( 1H
	 , 22X, 2EIS, E)
001420 807 FCRM AT( IHO,:nHEEST	 CFEPATING PC! NT	 -	 SQFFO	 =,E 12. 4,EX,7H-PONEP
lEi?.4//EX,5F-FCWF Q ,9X,10HCPT.	 SFFEO)
001420 P.D8 FORMAT (IHn,i °F+ CVT 	 CHARACTEQISTICS//1X912HEFFICIENr,Y 	 =•E12.4,4X•
115HSPEEDUF	 FATIC	 =,E12# L ,4 y ,16HSL0WCCw'lf 	^aTIC	 =,E12.41
001420 P19 FCRMAT(1H	 ,IElE.S)
0ti1420 e I I F01VAT(IHO,20Ntt(7TO n /C-ENr- ^;ATC c 	raTA)
001420 812 F094AT (iH0,13P =-F c .PCTCP)	 =,F12.L,5X,1?W lj P F,(GFh.)	 =gE12.4.6X,
121HnC	 LOAD	 INPUT	 POWER
	
=,Et2.4,EX, 12HI0LE 	 SPFEO	 =,E12.4/1x,2ZHF
2	 C p -PATI K G	 S c EEr	 =,F12 .4)
001420 813 c 0R"AT ( I H 0 9 7 x 91 -R 0 ' 9 ?X. 1 1H4AY.	 'CR0UE,FX 9 11 H -14.	 T 0 R UF1
001420 E14 FORMAT (1H	 ,-3EIF.6)
001420 P1° FC rc m AT(1H	 9 E	 lE.ri)
001420 Pon FOP4AT (1H0, 12F• GEAR g CY	 CATA)




001420 e L 2 FCR •'AT(1H	 •I8,8X,4FIEsE)
001420 e1-3 FORMtT(1H0,4X,t0HEKG.	 r rti'FR,=X,ItHU P SHIFT	 RPh,4X•13HCCWN°HIF7
001420 P4- FCRVAT (IHn,'714SYT P T	 FCIRTS	 P ro	 ELECTRIC	 OPERATTCN	 -,2E12.4)
001420 EFn FC?"AT(1N0.12N?AT'FFY	 ^_AT A)
420 acc F OP ►'AT(1H0	 r-Y94PMASS,iY,14 wP-ME Q C Y 	OE N `_'TTY,?X,1 c P A V,	 R c GFN.	 EFF.
1tX•1Fy `+AY	 P « Elk .	 EFF	 I3Hc17CHIQGF	 Ec*;7
001420 P.E 0 FOR 4 AT (IHO, 21NTC?CUF	 CCr vER T CQ	 r ^Ta f
001420 FF.: FO?MAT(1H0.17F"'T#;?/TT(STALL)
001420 F70 P CR"AT ( 1 Nn, 2x,11 H N0 /SrGT (TO) .8 Y •EHTO/TI• IIY.5HNC/Ni )
001420 8715 cCl"Ar (1HO • 1 ePAYLE	 tNC
	 T IRE	 r A T C	 )
001 4 20 OFF c C E MAT(lWr,l'13 CT c F.	 °ATIC	 =,F1F.r/1X.24HcrI':	 Lncc	 CCFPPICTFNTS
12FIE.5/1Y,I?H7 1" P lUE	 EcF.	
=
,EtS.F/tY.164P'%LTNr,	 4anIuS	 =,E16.E/
21X9 3?HPCLL INC. 	 cFSISTAKCE	 C(7ccF 7CIENTS	 =, 7`16.51
001420 Q60 c OPN!1T(1HO,l L f-VFHICLF	 "AFS	 INERTIA	 =.E'
1,=X,?9H(C'FAC-
	 C^F F . )*ecFA	 = ,E16.F)
hil l•?9 c10 c rR 1d l•T(tH	 •2ElF.5)
001420 clE iCP"kT(IH0	 l L )jC :: IVl^'G	 rYr'LFS)
0n1 L 20 c?1 FO?MAT(IHn9EX,4N'T12Y•5HEc-z*;7r
001420 E2E c CR`!AT(IH^•IX,I LW E o rCI F Ir	 P C 1,F P.? Y. 15WSPFCIF Ir, 	FNc,or;Y1
001 L 20 PeC c r?^"aT(IH0	 IY,I c Hr;r c T-	 OF	 CIE r,H.,6)(,104r'YCLF	 LIEF)
001420 «0 FC a "AT (IHn,2 4 F-T=4V c l.	 71S T PIBUTIC^	 OAT"_/1Y,12HAV.	 US A GE	 =.F12.4
001420 C91 FCR!'AT (1H0,'v WAQ"U P	CISTAP'r P	=• IF.12.4)
001420 99' 1: 0cNAT(IHO97Y,SCH"AX.	 CI c T.• 4 X,IFHFRACT.	 CF	 TCTAL, 14X•21HORIVI
1 Y CLF	 'AEIGF-TS )
0014?9 1000 F CR I1 4 T (iFI aI,ILjarcFSSr GY	LCA^/F Y, = HS PEF r), 11Y9EHTCROIUF.
991423 FNC
C-53




C CATA	 IN	 CCt rPCf.	 -
.0007 CCMMCN	 r,IS r L,FP 0 (20) ,TC ►' CX ( 20) ,P-E P (20) , EI S r C (20,2n) ,NRPm,NMEP,
^....^__
lENUN,=NIIr,,FI^ ^Lr,SF*'f; (?.0) • T*!C ►'AX (20) , T ►'ONI^ I2nl ,NSFNO,
2CTCZFr',TSP(20),TDP(2n),SFR(20).TSP2(201,^!TE'P,
:T NLCCK( F) ,TRATIC(:, ),CT1(E),CT2(S),E4UT(5) ,
4WB,EE4Ax.EFLRG,E'I"Rr,2,
S-CRATI0,C01,rC29FmUC,FTIF E,CTIREI,CTI P E2, VMaSS9 1L I, CCA,
ETEOMIN,C °NAit, FFt^ICt, VNA E^?.F-^NIh,
--" 7FUELSG,SvALE.TwEKL,KTF,^'rC:CH	 ,CNGFFF,NCYCLE.NCC",P,['STAV,
8NUNITS,THSET(5) ,U P SNFT( c ),CNSHFT(5) 9DOISCH(20),CYCLES(20),NTC(
c:, NPRTr:(31,rTC('),TFC(3),C^UP(3n),CNC(301, CRAP 1301
_ 1,RP46ST,FPEET•PEOP(201,FGNECF(20),RGMOP4,EMUCVT,RA'FUP,RAT'ON,NC
2.P ECE NS 	 0) ,ECF NE (?n) ,NO EKS
3 9 VMAY 9 TE0tJ K2 .U c 'TEL,CNSEL,CWA F N,NAX,P Pm AX ( 2 0) •TAX (201
000007'" - CCtl!CN	 TIVCt3,200),SPECC(?,200), GAMMA (3C,3)
C
C VARIA13LES














nn 0007 TF ( c FO,r,T. C. n)GC
	 TO	 IFr




000013 G^ T V 	 1^
C
C OCCE	 1	 SHTFT	 r r TF c 4T K r-0	 EY	 NEAT c NGINF CHA4QCT EGISTT0S
C
000014 SHFTUD =T1 T1 ( PFf7, "HSE T,UP!HFT,NITH)
700020 SHFTC'!=INT1 (FFC,TNcFT,CYcNFT,NTH)
000024 1t'	 TF(PF(1,2.GT,C.0)GC	 Tr	 1,7
C
C YC",-	 ?	 SPTFT	 CCTPPV-NcC	 cY	 ►"r'TrF/ir'',	 CHa4ACTF77STICS
00031 SH	 UP2=!!occL
0000?2 S H;:0V2 =C'NrSEL
000033 GO	 TC	 ?C
C
C yOOC
	 2	 SHI c T	 rIFTcRmTMc^	 D Y 	 H=A T F NGIN= CNAFACTEcTSTIrS
C




100044 20	 IF(?PMTCi.GE.SH c TU P ,A P'n.JGEA c .LT.Kir,Fa R )G O 	 TO	 2;
1 0E0 IP(PFMTCl.LE.S^-FTCN.A^•C.JGEAF.CT,i)GO	 TO	 70
.	 .:072 IFLAC=n
CO0072 ^C	 Tr.	 r,n




GOLETA FCFTFAr 1.3 4 FE"T-ILT r FFL 4 ( n 1- 10-7 3)	 GQcNFT
00007E qO	 T C 4n
P^ g 076 ?n JGcAF=JGEt0-1
100 IFLAG=1
Ou0100 40 IF(RFmTC2.GE.EHFUP?.tk":.JGEAR2.LT."GEA ?)G()	 Tn	 45
000112 ?F(RPMTC2.LE.FPCnN'2,ANr,JGEAP?.GT.i)Gn TO 50
000124 GC	 TO	 100
000124 1,5 JGFAF2=JGFAF2+1
00012E IFLAGzl
00012E r^	 TC	 100
000127 Fn JGFAq?=JGCAF2-1
000131 IFLAG=l
n00i3i 100 QETUPM "AL PAGE IS









SU° L C((TI 14F	 CV CV F	 (tirrV,J?Pk,K'LCK,NLCK?)
0007 CCVeCN
	 OIEFL.F P ►'(20),Tr"^X(2c), ov ^ p l^n), o SFC l20 •ZO),kcFM.n..cF.
1 c^!UM,F !!UG•FIt N'LC•S cy C (20 ), Tt!f;MAX (;'0) ,T"0"It(^nl . ►^SFwO,
7CTCZFO,TSF(20),TC c (20),SFR (20) ,TS°2(20), NTSP,
3NLCCK(c^),TcATICfS),CT1(E),CT2(5),EMUT(E)9
L wP,r-F ►!AX,FmUFG, cwUQG2,
FCRATIO,C01,CC2,FMUD,FTTRE,CTIREI,CTIRE29V"ASS,OLI,COA,
E T ECMIN,DBF A X;FPNICL,VHASE29 PECNTN'',
7 F UELSG,S'(ALE,7NSKL ,NTH 9 NE0SCH,	 .CHGE'rF9NCYCL^•NCCNP,CSTAV;
eNUN'ITS,THSET (E) ,U F SHFT (E ),CNEHFT (5) ,DDISCH(?0) , CYCLES (2OY, NITC(
O.NPRTC(3),CTC(3),TFC(A),CEUP(30),Ct:C(30),08NP(30)
1 9RF y PST, FPEET,FF0 0 (20),r.c g EC c (201, 9PHCPM 9EMUCVT94ATUP.RAT0N,NC
2,P0 ENS (201,ECENI S(7.0) ,NCENS
V4 A Y,TE:ONN2,U O SEL,CN:	 EL ,'WARM .NeX,R O MAX (20), TAY (201
000007 CCMvCN	 TI w C(?,?CO),SFE Dr, ( 3.200 ),GAHMA(3n,3)
OOCO07 C0M`"CN	 FA,FR;FAC,FKcT,TCC,TTC;RP-00,RPmTC,TSC9PPhSC.RP"TCn,TTC
IPP m TCM,Tti r,TEC,7	 0?,TEC2,TGC,PSO,OFn.PEn7 ,cmC,0NO2 .PG0, PPQK ,FC
2F0,PT,PPH,1LTC,THRP0,TTCIN




000010 IF (k1 CRV) 50, 80, 1C
C
C SYSTEu F	 Vr z CUT O UT IS NCN-NFGATTVE
C








I a c n 2 0 TACC=INT1 (PF"TON •	E. NtX. T tY. t`' °X)
OOan2 L. TTCT^'= TTCI,+TACr_
C00O25 RPuTCt=PPwTCk
000027 TTCNI=TTCIN1




100044 OC1j1"=CC"TTC III aPCMTC,,'
70004 ► O -irr'I':=G(':T=i.tiT^'xoFNTr't'
0000:0 PNC'!= 4"' I^'1 (FEC.yIN,o ►.w1Y1
C





C NO	 -	 TRtCTICN	 MCT^R	 Hew r_LFS	 EVFRYTHINC
C
0070 TEo=n. n
.0071 Rfl`!E C= n. 0
10007? TNr=TTr'T ►
"711173 ^0	 T r	 Tnr
C-56













































C	 YES - HEAT ENCINE rUTS It
C,
15 RPyEC=GPMTCI










C	 MOOr•. 2 CALCULATIONS
C
30 TTCC=TSO?









TM?l AY=TNl T1 (FFNTCN, SP v C, T NC t'A V , NSP4n)
PHEMAX=CC*TwFNAX*OPPTCN
cwvyY=CSxTM?oaY*GCNTCN
FC(,Iu =CC* TTC It:* FP NTf'K
P H MThl=CC,*TECN N7* ?3 P NTC%'




LO G P Wr 	 cP%ITC7
TE02=A4TM (TFFu-4Y.TTC?*)
THC2=TTCIK-TFC2
f; (1 T r t00
r.












Oc p 0 J=1,ic
T My I N= Tr'T1 (FP"TC,SpMC,TNfNI^,NSF"'^)
T ACr=I^.'T1 (P F MTC,R o `!AY, T A Y,NtY)
TTCIN'=Tt'4TK-Tarr
rA LL TOCC'(-1.1,NLCK)
IF (^ rS (PP"''C-F^NTr ► '1 .l	 °. ^.)^^, Tr. 6=
cF"TC= cFrTCK
C-57
GOLE74 FC G TPAN 1.?	 `	 SE!'► T-A	 T^	 0 r L	 '	 (01-10-7?) 4ovIC'lI(c
--s1.I1'Y
00021 f 0 CCNTI'tUE




















000271 GO	 TC	 100
C
C CAR	 IS AT REFT	 ANN	 TCLTNG
C
0	 0271 P^ PRZK=n,0





000277 p r- .mcr, 2 = 1 , 0
00030n RFy7,.^,=°^"^SC
000301 CALL	 T(:CC^'!1,09NLCK)














800337 PLT C= C C'A 0 S(T7C % 1 sA% ►'TrI-T Sr `oPy!:O
000344 PLTr,7=CC 4A p c (TTf t:7;vcNTC?-TSC?4RPMS0
r	 zFi R97TURN
L	 ..`1 ^ rc
C-58
GOLETA FCFT r'rf 1.7 + cEt'I-AUTC vF L ' ( n1-10-7?)
SU? c CUTINE TrCCt•(Jrvr.JCTCP,KLCK)
	
'I na 00E
	 CCm.mr,^) 0IF r L,Fow r 2n),T Q.MI X( 27),PuF Cl t20), pC FC(2n,2n), k RFV NMEF,
IEHU4 E-UGvFIrKLr',SP"C(20),TMC"4x(T_O),TvO"I ► 1?n)1NSFNO,
2CTCZR0 9 TSP(2D),TOP(?O),SF9(20) ,T5D2(?O),NTSP,




SDRAT If) ,CDl •CC?.,FMUC,i*TIPC•CTIREI,CTIPF?,VMASS,r)LI,CCA,
6TECM IN,DEV A X;RPt, IrL, V I AS c 2, PFC'*IWo
7`UELEG•SKALF,TMSKL,YTH,NCCSC} ,CHGF.FF,NCYCLE,N(-,C-0,rlSTAV.
ENU 14ITS•THS 7(E),UPSHFT(FI, r NSHF7(5), OOTS r P(2Cl ,C yr,LES(2n 1, NTC
SN PP TC(3).CTC(3)•TFC(3) C SUP (10),CHC(30),C9AR(3n)
I 9 PP I, PST• P?«T, c En,P( 20) , PFVECF(20) ,PP y
 G PM ,EM-UCVT,RATUP, RAT r,NINO
?,P :Er'S (20) ,E r EtiS (2n) ,NCF?'S
3,VMAX, TFO P N2• UPS L,CN'SEL ,CW ARM ,N'4 < PP4AX (20) ,Tax (2n )
	000006	 COM`+CM T7NC (?,2C-1) ,SPECC ('!,1 ? 03 ),GAMMA (30 •3)
	
O00006	 CCX4(lN FA FF;FIC, FN ET,TCC,TTr.,RFNDO,RPMTC,TSO,RFMSC•R°MTCO,TTC
1RPMTCN,T M C,TFC,T y r,2,TEC2 •T CC,F SC, OcO, PEO2, F M C, PYC 2,PGC•P°RK,FC
2Pt',,PT, P RW,PLTC, T w-- P C, TTC IN
3,R PMEO • PPmc r? •PL7C2 v VN cc
4,TS*12•PPMSC2,FSC2,0PPTCi,PFVTC2,oRMEP,RRVEP2
	00000E	 PE 4L 1NTIiIKT2
	





000012	 GC To, 100
	
000012	 ^7 IF(JFWl•E09-I) r;C TO F0
r.
C	 NA1Jc OUTPU T 'SPFEC !Kr! r'L'T P LT TCor,_)r,
C
	






onon 29 	 f:0 Tr Ion
	








000O2 L 	0 TV 101
	
00('02 L 	 1(1 TSOtP= PPtNTCC/ FT(;N(Sr'PT(AFS(TTf_:C)1,TTt,'C)
	
!lr1C0IE	 IF ( T SP 11 P• - ^. t •V) r;C Tr 7n
	
000040	 TTClN=TTCV
	O0r)041	 -oaaT= L.rI/T.^Ti!^'ctTeP4al •TSP.SP°•"^TSP1
	
O00047	 Cr TC 40
	
x:000:1	 ?C I F (TSaAr',-rT. r.0) ;r; T r ?c
	
000054	 IF(TTCC.GT.C.C)C^ TO 27
	




	0000E2	 ;0 TG 109
	
OOO n E3	 22 TTCIN=TTC,C/Tf; F (t)
	











90019n	 3C c?P! T=Tt:T1 (7SF1c,TFc,C°r:,NTFP)
	
1 0n1r14	 Ln CruTCN'=Pr^*TCC /Sc4 4T
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C	 HAVE OUTPUT S Q F c O AND TNFUT TCPC()E
C
50 IF(NLC W .EC.0)Gn TO S 
TTCO=T TC i^:
Q P!O TCN=P. PNTCC
GO TO 100
=5 IF (TTCI)4.*:E. C.0) 0 Tr, E-r
TTCO=O.O
RPNTCN=AMAX1(9PVlr?L,FFNTCC);0 rn 100
60 TS P AF2= Pc NTCC/SIGN(SGPT (AFS (TTCI',)) ,TTr;IN.)
IF (TSPAQ?.,E.O. C) Gn TC 7P
TTCO=TTCIN'
SP?d T =1.0/II T1 (C°S(TSrA42) •TSP2,SPP,NTSP)
GO Tr.• 10
70 TF(TS P AP2.,T.C.R)GO TC 7E






¢ PM T C,N=S0PT (TTCjN*CTC7 P C )
GO Tr 10n
7 r- Tng AT= T.NT1 (TS P AF?,T!P2,Tr T ,NTSF)
TTCC=TTCjN*jCFAT
FP SPRAT=T t,!T1 (TEF4P?,TSF?,crR,N.T;c)
a0 FP4TCN=0PNTCC/SGQAT




GOLETA FCc y ctp 1. 3 - c F 4 T -AUTC =c L - ( C 1- 10 - 7 3)





F UNC T IC^	 9Y AVEFAGING
	




000010 JDT=IFIX ( ( CIF LTC + 0.001) /CT P `"YVT	 TI I'AGI: Is
000013 JLAST=NP+JOT I',^;^^^ QUAIATY
00001 19 CO	 I	 J=1,t'F
00001E P(NP +JCT+1-J)= P(NP +1-J)
000022 3 CCNTINUE
000024 00 5	 J=19JOT
00002E c(J)=P(JLAST+J-JrT)




000042 00	 20	 JP=1.t,P
000043 FTEMF=p(JP)+F(JF+MjNT)
0000	 0 00	 1.0	 K=19KTNTN








GOLE T A FCCj;AN I, 3 • '^E
- T - AUTO =c L ' ( 01 - 10 -71)
PFAL
	
F U^CTTC*'	 Th'T1 (FY pX,Y,NY)
^0000; PEAL
	
X (2RO) , v (200)
,0007 TF(SY,r-E.X(1))Gr	 TO
U00011' JRT=7
000012 GC TC 20
000013 r	 CO	 10 J=19Nx
000015 IF(E)C.LT.X(J))GC	 TO	 15
000020 10	 CONTINUE
000O22 15 JRT=J






GCLETA FCFTFAN i.1 0 SE M'-eUT r^ 4 FL " (r1-10-73)
F EAL F UPCTICK IkT7(EvWHv.WgY.7q?!y,Ny)
C
C lNT2









00001E GO TC ?0






000027 20 IF(14HY.GF.Y(1))GO	 TC	 25
000032 JP,OTM=1
000033 GO	 TO	 4(1
000033 2S ^C	 30	 J=19NY
000035 IF (WHY 9LT.Y(J))CO
	 TC	 315
000040 30 CoNTI':UF
00OO L 3 3° JP,CTM=J-1
000045 40 RX=(EX-X(JLFFT))/(X(JLEFT+1)-X(JLE^7T))
0000-5 2 RY=(WHY-Y(JF07k4)) /(Y (JE07m+1)-Y(J90TM1)
00005E RXRY=RY*PY
0000E-0 W1=i.- RY- PY+GXRY
000063 W2=RY- PXPY
OROOE° W3=RXgY
005 E +44 =oY -PXA%l
00E7 IVT7=14t•7_ ( JLEFT, J O C T "1 +W P* 7 (JLFFT.JPC'r4+ 1) +W 747 ( 1LFr7+1.J°CTM+
1 +W+* 7(JLEFT+S.JlCTM)
OC"11n =ETLIC"
I I a I t 0 =-^:)
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C1.2 HYBRID SYSTEM STARTUP SV4ULATION PROGRAMS (VSYS & VSYS2)
1. Program Description
The programs VSYS and VSYS2 simulate the response of a hybrid
system to a power demand. Initially all of the power requirements
of the vehicle are being met by the electric motor under steady
state conditions. The vehicle is travelling at a constant speed,
the heat engine is disengaged from the drive train and is turned off.
In response to a demand for increased power output, a clutch
between the engine and the motor is closed and the engine is
started. The resultant torques, rpms, vehicle speed, and vehicle
acceleration, are determined over time scales on the order of a
second. The simulation terminates when the engine rpm reaches
motor rpm.
The heat engine is modelled as a engine output torque curve
that is a function of crankshaft displacement. The engine clutch
is modelled as a torque curve as a function of time. Over the
range of rpm's considered in the startup simulation, the motor
is modelled as a straight line of motor torque versus rpm. The
torque converter is modelled as two monotonic functions serving to
completely determine input torque, output torque, input rpm,
and output rpm, from any combination of two of these variables.
The VSYS2 program version has no torque converter. The transmission
has gearing, spin losses, and efficiencies. The differential has
a differential ratio, spin loss, and an efficiency. The vehicle
itself has aerodynamic, rolling resistance, and grade forces.
L	 <<. Uot4s
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K= K -1 VI! Loc.I Tl^
ACCELERAT► O
C-78





















T'T L I N
COMPUT-E
ENGINE
TORQVC (Now)	 COM pur
YDOT(3)
I	 Y DOT (q)
c o r^ P u^rE
4 0 O (1)






GOLETA FCFTFAN 1.3	 •	 cEMI_AUTC	 ccL	 •	 (01-10-73)
^ 1' ^1.1•CYP ROGRAM VSYr
' C






TORQUE UNDER	 STEADY STATE





	 UNITS	 IN	 POKE EXCEPT	 t









	 OP YTCC,	 PO PTCN	 (PcV,	 PER	 MIN.)
C RPMHE,
	 R P MEY	 ( REV.	 PEQ	 MIS'*)











4NTCL,TrL (IO l iTIMF(10),NTPE,THE (10) ,THETA (10) ,
cVMPS,RP N CC, TLFO,RPMTr,TL FT,PPMTCO,FA,FR, FNET O,TCO,TTV,.TTCO, TSF




Y0('.T (4) ,Y (4) ,IN'T 1
C
C ? ►,PUT	 E*'GIK'E	 CATA
C
000a03 READ	 64 0,NTH E,HET
000013 PEAL'	 6109(TFE(J),THFTA(J),J=i,N'T%JE1
a00031 0 PRINT 420,NEI
00nn3E PRINT	 R?0, (T PF-(J),TPP- TG (J) ,J= 1,NTy=1
C
C INPUT	 CLU T rN	 CATA
C
000cF-! READ 6 2n,VTCL















00014E	 RE 40 510,CTCZFO,(TS P (J), TO. D(J),S°Q(J),)=I N'TSP)
000tEE	 PRINT 860
r	 17?	 PRINT °65-,CTCZPr






C	 IN Pt! 1	 CATC.
C-83
































READ 610 9 ( T FATIr(J),CT1(J)•CT7W EMUT(J)•J=1•NGFAF)
PRINT g4 a
PRINT 845
PRINT 810 9 (TFATIC(J) 9 CTI (J1•rT2(J) •EMUT(J) •J=t9NCEAR)
PRINT 41FO,SF' FTUF --	
- -


































TL F T=CTt (JrEAR1+CT2(JGEAc) *OPyTC
PP4TC0=Q0MTC*T°ATIC(JGFAc)
C
C	 UPSHICT IF NECESgARY
C
	
000472	 TF((POMTCC. LE .SPOTUP).OR.(JGEAR.GE .NGEAP))GO TO IS
	000503	 JGEAP=JGEAR+1
	









C	 ROLLING RFS I7TANCP —
C
	000510	 FR=9. An7*V`!ASS* (CT IGCI*CTIRE7*V)
C-84












000525 TTCO=TTO/(ENUT(JGEAR) *TRATIO(JGEAR) 1 +TLFT
C
C HAVE OUTPUT SPEED
	
ANO OUTPLT TCRrUE.C




















00057 4 IF ((T.GE.TF).CR. (K.EC.n) )GC	 TO	 107
000604 K=K-1
0loE0= 0 TO 109
000FiS 1C7 CON TINIL'E
000En= K=Nr?NT
C
C TIME TO	 PFI1`T RESULTS —
C




000616 PRINT	 886, T,RPNNE,4 o rEN, C P4TCO.THE^I, TCLN gTE"'. V. A
OOOE44 I C 9 C0NTIrlljc
C
C INTEGRATE	 TC ^EYT	 TI M E	 STEP
VC
J644 1F(Y(II	 GF.Y(31)GC	 TC	 t°r
030647 CALL	 QKTTA7(vgvrOT ,0FLT,T,4)

































but) FORMAT (iHO,*CLUTCH OAT A*/ /5X, *CLUTCH TO * *,cX,*TIME*)
4?0 FORMAT (iHO,*ENGINE CATA*//5X,*EN(-,INE INERTIA =-,E16,6//
.	 15X,*ENGINE T0'.*'96)(•*THETA*)
4 30 FOR"41AT(lH0•*MCTCR DATA • //5X 9 *MCTOR S PEED CROCP =*,E15.6,4X9
i*MOTOR INERTIA =*,E16.61




700 P OR M AT(1H0,4X,*TI ME*, 7X9*ENGINE RPM*,3X,*MOTOR R 0 4* 9 4X 9 *TCO R
16X ,*ENGINE TIC * * OX, *CLUTCH TO. *,3X,
2*MOTOR T0.*,4X,*SPEE0*9PX,*ACCEL.*)
810 FORMAT (iH 94EIS.6)
814 FORMAT (iH , 7EIS.5)
P20 FORMAT (IM , 2E16*F,)
840 F0RMAT(iH0,12HGEARR0X CATA)
845 F ORMAT(iH0 9 4X,10HGEAR RATIC96X,22HS P IN LCSS CCEFFICIENTS,IOX
_.
1 r *EFFICTEFCY*) -	 _
860 FOR t4 AT (/TF,*UFSHIF T aFM = *9F164F)
PEO FORMAT (iHO,21HTCROUE CrNVERTCR DATA)
PEc FOR4AT(iH094X,17HNI**2/TI(STALL) =,E15.6)
870 FORMAT (lP0,4X,11HNO / SOP T (TO) ,5X,FHTO /TI, 11X,5NNC/NI)
P75 P OR44T(1H0,18HAXLE ArC "ri?E DATA )
88R C OQ4AT (1H0, 4X, 14HFIN. OR. RATIC,2X, 22HSPTN LOSS CCEF r Tr rFMTS, 1
1,*EFFTCIEtCY*,6Y * *RCLLINC Q ACIUS*92X,*ROLL. RESIST. CCEFFICIEN
8PS FORMAT(1H 97E1E.6)
P.PE FORMAT (1H 9E12.299E13.4)
Poo F 0Rt4AT(1 N n.14HVF'aICLF MATS =,E1E.6
1,5X9*0RIVE LIKE INERTI A = i,FiE.E
2,5X,19H(O Par, CHEF.)*AREA =,F1696)
c2c FORMAT(1H091EHCYCLE GF A CIENT =,E10.3,
1*STEADY S T ATE SPEEn =*,E10.3)
N0
C-86
t	 GOLETA FCRTFAt^ 1.3 • SEMT-AUTO AFL a (n 1-10-73)
SUEROUTINE CFPIV (Y,YDCT, T,N)
C
C	 Y(i) IS EkGINE SOFFO
C	 Y(Z) IS ENGINE ANGULAR CISPLACFMEN'f
C	 Y(3) IS `1CTCR SpEEO
C	 Y(4) IS VEHICLE SPEED
000007 COMMON RTIPE,COI,CD29ORATIO,CT1(E),CT2(E),TRATIC(6),CCA,CTIP,E
iCT IRE2, VMASS,ENUC, E MUT (E ) , NGEA R, CLI , GRAD ,CM, HEI ,EMT,
2VMASS2,FG,V,JGEAR9
3TSP(20)qTQ9(Z0)qSPR(20),NTSP,
4 NTCL9TCL (10),TItJ E(101 9 NTHE 9 THE (I (I) ,THETA (10)
5VMPS,RP y CC 9 7LFC,PPNTC,TLFT9RPM7CO,FA9FR, FNETO,TOC,TTO,TTCO,TS1








000017 THEN =INTI (THETA N	 THETA,THE,NTHE)
000023 YOOT(1)=(THEM;TCLN)/HEI


















000112 YOrT (4) =FAC/V!'ASS2
000114 RE TURN
J00115 FMC
GOLETA F CFTFAK 1.3 ' SE`+I-AUTO 9F L • (01-10-73)
SU89CUTINF RKTTAt(Yi.EK1.T.N)
	) 007	 REAL Y1(20).EKi(?0)
	




















000034 YTEMP(J)=Y1 (J) +OELT*EKT._(J) /2.
000041 EO CONTINUE
000045 CALL 0ERIV(YTEMF,EK3,TT,N)













GOLETA FCQT r AI 1.3 4 SEMI-AUTO V FL ' t Qi-10-73)
REAL FUVCTTCN INT1(EX,X,YgNX)
C
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r-mGIN[


















GOLE.TA FCFTPA N t. 3 • SEMI- IUTO ';FL * (0 1- 10 -7 3)
PROG QAM VSYS2
C
C THIS	 P POGPAM	 MCC`:-'LS	 A HY?RIO VEHICLE	 PROPULSION	 SYSTEM,





C CONOITIONS ANC THE HSAT	 ENGINE CLUTCH IS	 ENGAGE-0o
C VHYSYS2 VERSICN HAS NO TCROUE CONVERTER.
C ALL UNITS IN VKS EXCEPT	 t
C THETA,	 THFTAN	 ( REVOLUTIONS)







	 (PFV.	 PER MIN*)
C RPMHE,	 RPMEP	 (REV.	 PER	 MIN.)
C wPL9	 UPL	 (PEV.	 PER	 MIN.)
C CM	 (NEwT0N"NETERS/0PM)
C r,T2,
	 Cn2,	 SNFTUF,	 CTIPE-2 ,	 TSP,	 TSPAR,	 COA
C
000003 COMMON	 RTI?F.0O1,CO2,C?ATIC,CT1(F),CT2(6),TRATIC(6),COA,CTIQFI,
I CT IRE2,V.IASS9E MUO,E N UT (6 1 , NGEA R, OL T , GRAD ,C'i, HEI , EMT,
2VMASS29FG•V,JGEAR9
3TSO,E412,













000036 PRINT	 829, (TVC (J) ,THFTA ( J) ,J=1,N'THE)
C
C INPUT CLUTCH f ATA
r
^90053 REAP.	 620,NTCL
030061 RE4n	 6109 (TCL(J1,TINE(J) •J=1,IITCL)
n00076 PRINT	 40O
000102 PRINT	 0:20, (TCL (J) ,TIMF (J ),J=1, NT':L)
C





C INPUT TRANSMISSION OAT!
C
000137 READ 6400!GEAF,SHFTUF
000147 PEAO	 510, ( T RATIC (J) ,CTJ. (J) .CT2 (J	 EMUT(J	 J=1.NGFAF)
000170 PRINT	 840
r'l-1 174 PRINT	 945








	 TI R E	 rATA
r.
0227 READ 610•CRATIC,CCI,


















C INPUT	 RUN [;ATA
C
}	 000355 READ	 6309CELT,TF,fIPRNT













I r UPSHI=T	 IF	 NFCFSFA°Y
C
00040 IF( ( PP MEM	 • LE, S N F T U p )•CP.(JGEAR. GE . ^'GE A R))Gr'	 TO	 19
One4t7 JG"_•AP,JGEA0+I
O^C'-20 ;0 TO	 tF



















GOLETA FCF TF! ^ J,3 * SEMI- AUTO PFL * ( 0 t- 10-7 z1 	 `ISY S;'
000435




000441 TSO =T TO/ (E PUT (JGEAF)*TRAT10(JGEAP)I+TLFT
00044E TE?(O=TCO+CM *gFMFH
C COMPUTE ECUIVALENT I V ERT IA C c CAVE	 TQAIN
C
000451 EMI2=EMI+(VPASS2 * RTIRE**29
1/(EMUO*E MUT(JGEAR)*(ORATTO*TRa TIC(JGEAO)) **2o))
C




















000517 PPNFN= Y( 3)/.1047197 5F
000521 V=Y(31*RTIRE*3.E/(^PATIC*TRATIC(JGEA°))
000526 A=YOOT (3) *RTI R E/(ORATIC*TRATIO (J(-;EAP) *9.887)
000533 PRINT	 886•T,RP^-YE 9 RPMEM, THEN, TCLN,TEM,V,A
000F56 109 CONTINUE
C
C INTEGRATE TC NEXT	 TIME STEP
r
000556 IF ( Y ti). GE. Y (31 ) ;0	 TO	 191
0005E1 CALL	 lKTTA2(Y,Yf-(',T,CELT•T•3)






000571 t00 FOR M AT (IMO, *CLIJTCH	 CATr* //FY	 *CLUTCH	 T0. *,EX,* T I"'E*)
000571 420 FORMAT(1H0•*ENGINE	 DATA*//5X,*FN r INF	 INERTI A 	=*,Et6*6//
15X 9 *ENGINE	 TC.*95x,*THETA*)
000571 Qrl FC9M,AT(iHO.*t'CTC9	 r)ATA*//^X,*MCTCR	 S P EED	 O g OOP	 =*9E16.E,4x,
1*MITCR	 INEFTTA	 =*,F.t6.6)
571 F10 F OR` A-T (7F10.4)
(1un57t F20 FO Q !A AT (7I1 O)
000571 630 C 0?`!4T (? c 10.4,?!1 !1)	 -
GOLETA FCFTFAN 1.3 * SEMT-MTO VFL * (01-10-731 	 VSYS?
I
C-105
000571 F40 F0`,MAT (IJ.O,Ecir,.A1
0571 700 F°7P` AT(1k0.4X,*TTMF • ,	 7X,*ENGIKE	 RPM* ,3X.*YOTC Q 	RPM*,
14X,*ENCIVE
	
TC. *,3r,*CLUTCH	 TG. *,3X9
2*MOTOR	 T0.*•4X,*SPEEC••P,X•*ACCEL.*1
000571 910 FORMAT (1N
	 •4E16.6)
000571 823 FORMAT(1H	 92EI	 S1
000571 840 FORMAT(IHO,12HGEARAGX	 CATA)
000571 F1:5 $7 OR M AT(IHO,4)(,1 g HGEAR	 RATIC,6X,22HSPI y LOSS	 COE FF IC TENT S•IOX
t, *EFFICI _NCY*)
000571 850 FORMAT (/T5,'U pSNIF'i
	
RPM	 =	 *,ElSoF1
000571 A7F FCR M AT(iH0,SAHA)rLE
	
AND	 TIRE	 DATA	 )
000571 81'O F(:R4AT(1Hn,4X,14HFTN.
	
!1R.	 RATID,7X,22HSPTN LOSS	 COFFFICIENTS,IOX
i,*EFFICIENCY*,6X, * Q CLLIKC 	 RACTUS*,?X, *ROLL. 	 RESIST. CCr-FFICIENTS
000571 e?5 FORMAT UH
	 •7EI6.6)
000571 £86 FORMAT(IH	 9F`22.2,9Et 7.L1
000571 00-0 FCR M AT(iH0,14HVEHICLF MASS	 =•F16.5







1*S T EA3Y STATE SPEED =*,E10.3)
,00571 ENO
C-106






	 IS	 ENGINE	 FOPEO
C Y(2)	 IS	 ENGINE
	
ANGULAR	 CISPLACENc'NT




2VMASS2 ,FG, V, JCE t C,
3TS09EMI2,
4 NTCL,TCL (10),TI M E (10),NTFE,,THE (in) , THETA (10),
E VMPS, L` O MDt',TLFD, 4PM T C,TL FT,R P MTCO, FA , FR, FWETII,TCO, TTO,

















000031 Y0OT (1)=APdXl (O.O,YCOT(t )'
000035 YO 1'(21=Y(i)
00003E Tw- 4 =TEH0-C4*Y (3) /.1047t975F




GOLETA FCRTFCP' 1. 3 • SE M I- A UTO RFL • ( 0 1-10-7 3)
SU9 Q C I JTINE OKTT d 1(YI,EK19T9MI	 01J,61NNT,PiVIl' I'











GOLETA FtQ TQ r %. 1. 3 • SEMI- AUTn ;FL v ( 111-10- 7 !l 	 ORIGINAL PAM"', 1=




10010 REAL	 Y1(20).Y2(?0).YTE- v P(?O).EKI(201	 EK2(20)9FK3(?0)9EK4(20)
..00017 CO =0J=19N
000011 YTEMP(J)=Y1(J) +()ELT•EKl(J) /2.
000017 c0 CONTI IE
000022 TT=T+OEL T/?.
000024 CALL OERIV(YTEMF•EK29TT•N)


















U	 GOLETA FCRT c6;; 1.3 ; SFNI-AU T O Q vL • ( 01-10-73)
PEAL FU):CTICM TNTi (FX,Y,Y,NX)
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()p I lool)" QUALITY
C1.3 CRASH SIMULATION PROGRAM (CRASH)
1.	 Program Description
CRASH is a program which simulates the impact response of a
general non-linear spring/mass system. The masses are constrained
to translation along one axis; i.e., planar or 3 dimensional
translation and notations are not simulated. The springs which
interconnect the masses can be nonlinear and have different
characteristics in unloading than they do in loading; i.e., they
can dissipate energy in heat as well as storing it. The equation
of motion of the masses are solved using a Runge-Kutta integration
routine. By appropriately modelling a vehicle (or vehicles) as such
a spring/mass system, the vehicle response in a barrier or vehicle-
to-vehicle impact can be simulated.
A 3.2 Equations
Equation of Motion for i th Mass
2
	
M d xi 	 F	 "-	 F	 ;	 i=1,'n,i j	 ji
	
dtT 	j )4 i	 i/ j	 j=0,' 'n
where n is the number of masses in the system and F ij is the force
generated by a spring coupling mass i to mass j. The sign convention
on theFij is such that Fij >0 if it is in a direction to accelerate
mass i and decelerate mass j. See Figure A 3-1 for an example of
the nomenclature and sign conventions.
Generation of Spring Forces
Fi = fi j 	]](x.-xi), loading with a.-xi ^ xsav
	
MAX ( O,f (xsav)	 dx (x	 (x( j-xi))





Sign (- to +)
Figure A3-1 Generation of Generalized Non-Linear
Spring Forces
FC-114
where xsav is the last value of xj - xi at which unloading started
dF
(i.e., xj - xi changed sign from positive to negative) and dx is the
unloading slope. See Figure A for an illustration of how 
Fii 
is
generated. Note that, if there is a spring element between M  and
M  such that the force car go negative for negative values
of deflection, it is necessary to represent it as two springs.
For example, the coupling between M1
 and M2 in Figure A would be
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_C. CRASH SIMULATES THE
	
9EHAVT-CR. . OF UP	 TO 10 . CCNNECTED MASSES	 IN AN
C IMPACT	 SITUATION,	 CALCULATING THE	 DISPLACEMENT.	 VELOCITY,	 ANC
C ACCELERATION OF EACH MASS AND THE FORCE EXERTED ON THE CCUPLED
•-•--- - -	 ..0	 __ _!'ASSES..----•-
	 -----	 ----_..------•--	 ---------	 - ------	
.
C
C	 , CEFINE VARIABLES
- --- - - 
C
--- --_ _ _ — - -- -- ----- ----- -- - - - 	 -- - - - -	 - -	 -	 -	 -000003 COMMON	 EllASS(10) •F(`0,10) gX(50.10) ,FT(FO),XSAV(50),FSAV (50),
1SLOPF.(50),NCOUPTS(50.3), IFLAG(50),DELX(50),DY(20),NMASST,N000P
000003




--- - -- - ----	 -__
000003 REAL
	
TPL (203) ,XPL (10,200) , XPL1 (203) , OX P L (203) • OOXPL (203)
000003 DI ME NSION	 NP?OASS(10)•NSYI-B(iO)
000003.._. DATA .NSYMB./1, 29697.10912,14,11,4,26/-__-_-_
C
C PRINT HEACTNGS








000022 CO 300 JCASE=INCASE
000024 READ 400 9 	NNAE c .	 N'OCUP
0003 .3 READ 42090AF
-j00041 RE AD	 4 ?O, (EYASS(J) 9	 J=l9NMASS)
000054 PRINT 502
000060 °RINT	 5039	 (I,	 ENASS ( I),	 I=19NNASS)
00007u PRINT 505





000124 READ	 L 209	 (X (J,K) •
	
F (J,K),	 K= 1,NPTS)
000145 READ	 420 9. SLOPE (J)




000167 PRINT	 50E,	 NCOUPT?tJ,1) g f%C0U O T9 ( J,?) ,SLOPE(J)
000201 10 PRI)'T	 50 7 ,	 (X(J,K),	 F(J,K),	 K=19NOTS)
000225 DEAD 420,	 TF,	 CELT
000234 ;CAD 400,	 NFPNT
000242 READ 420,	 VO
000250 READ	 4 00 9	NP"',	 N3P"
0002: READ	 400,	 (NFVASS(J)tJ=1,NFM)
110273 PRINT 508









CQASHGOLETA FCFT S: AN 1.3 " SEMI-AUTO ?FL 4 (01-10-73)
L....®.
000324 NMASST=NMASS*2
aP+	 000326 NTIME3=(TF/CELT+0.5)+tJPL = 0	
_	 I
000334 JPRNT=O













000350 00 30 J=19NCOUP
000351 - _ --	 •-	 _-,- ---I.FL4GtJ1=1-_--
000353 0ELX(J)=0.0
000354 FT(J)=0.0
00 0  3 Sc_
-
- X S A V ( J-) _0_. 0
000356 30 FSAV(J)='C.0
C







 J P RN T=.1
	
--	 - - -	 -- -	 -	
--_.—..	









0003730( TPL(JPL)=T1000375 00	 105	 K=19NOm
000376 X F L (K, JP L) =Y1 (t NPMASS (K)+NPMASS (K) 1 -1)
000404 ICE CONTINUE
000406 CXOL(JOL)= Yt(N3PM+N3;4)




000414 10E IF(JPFNT.NE.JTIMFS)GC 	 TO
	 110
00041E PRINT 5209	 T1	 #
000424 L=1
000425 00	 120	 J=19N`7ASST92





000462 IF(L,GT.RCOUO)GC	 TO	 140
000465 00 130	 K=L,N000F




000 5103 130 CO NTIt'UE
00050E 140 JRRNT=JPPN'T+NP!ZMT













00052.6 ____._ CALL	 SCALEA00XPL,10	 D•JPL * iI __..	 — _.	 _	 -• --•	 - -
000:31 CALL
	
AXIS( 0, 0 1 0. n 14HTIME,-4,10.0, 0. 0 9 TPL (JPL+1) , TPL (JPL+2) , 0)
000545 CALL
	
AXIS(0.0,0.0,23HVELCCITY	 OF	 MASS	 ,23910.0,9090,
• --	 --- _ --1DXPL (JPL+i)..aXPL.(.JPL_*2 L_,_OL_------- 	 -- ------ ----------.	 _	 .
000561 CALL AXIS(-0. co,0.0,27HACCELERATICN	 OF MASS	 •27.10.0,90.09
100XPL(JPL+i),COXPL(JPL+2),0)
000575_	 _.__ ._-CALL. NUM8ER.(-. 28,.5..290. L•N3FM9 9D..0,2HI2).	 ----. --- -
000601 CALL NUMBER(-.78,5.5.O.i5,N3PM,90.012HI2)
000605 CALL LINE(TFL9CxPL,JPL11.510)
00061E _--_-_ . _CALL- L.lNSJTFLoCCXFF LvJPL9 1,5,5.)
000615 XAXIS=-0.5





-- -	 — — ----	 -	 --	 -- -	
_.
000621 XFL1 (L FL)=XFL (JFM, LPL)
000625 210 CONTINUE
000627 ._. _..._ .	 . XAXIS=XAXIS- O.c








	 .	 - -_ L00- F ORMAT (8I1 O)
000652 420 FORVAT(O8F1O.4)
OOOE52 !:C® F ORMAT(lHl,F8X,-CPASH 	 SI?ULATICN-)
00652__ E02 FORMAT(1H-910X.-MASS*,10X9*WEIGPT*)
000652 FOS F ORMAT(iH	 ,1?X,FLO.4,7X,F10.298X,F10.2,14)(,I2)
000652 503 FnRMAT(iH	 ,IIX,I299X,FIO*4)
000652 605 FORMAT (iH-,10X,*COUPLING*,5X,*UNLO A OING	 SLCPE*,.X,*0F.FLECTION
iFCRCE*)
OOOC-52 FOE F OIMAT(1H	 ,1DXvT2,3YgT2,EX,F14e2)
000652 507 ^ORMAT(iH	 ,38)f9F1n.3,3X,F10.2)
000652 FOP r ORMAT(1H-9IOX,"TIME	 INCREMENT *,°X,*FINAL TIME-.5X,*INITIAL 	 VEL
iTY*,5X,*PRINT TNTE°VAL*).









OOOE:? 5LR FORE"AT(iH+,	 70XvI299X9l2914X,ElG.6)




GOLETA FCRTrAK 1.3 ' SEMI-AUTO QFl • (01-10-731
SU2O CUTINE RKTTAt(Yt,^cK1,T,)`)
'	 C
C— .	 RKTT AL SETS EK1. EQUAL T C INITIAL  CONDITIONS FOP, USE IN
C	 INTEGRATICN ROUTINIF
C
-000007	 _ _ ___._ R EAL .Y.I(50),FK1(5Q.?000007
	 CALL OERIV(Y1,EKt,T,N)





	 -- -- --
	
- --- - -- -- -
	 - -
(';' ^' ^'-1L PAGI,x ^^
C-130
GCLETA F CRTFAN 1.3 • SE NI-AUTO RFL ; (01-10-73)
SUBROUTINE FKTTA?(YI EK1•r,ELT.TgM)
C
_.	 _ _. _._._C___. FKTTA2 USES FUNGE-KUTTA_ TECHNICUE_ FOR NU4SfICAL INTEGR47ION .
C
000010 REAL	 Y1( c,0) ,Y2( c,0),YTEMP (50) ,EKi(50) ,EK2 (50) ,EK3 (50),EK4 1501
_o o o o i o -.
-- -- -
	 —
110 . _ 5 0 J = i ,.(i
000011 YTE.HP(J) =Y1 (J)+CELT ; EK1 (J) /2.
000017 0 CONTINUE
000022. _ . T7_=T.±OELT./2.. -----
	 ----	 -- ---- -... — .
	
_------ - -	 -
000024 CALL 0ERIV(YTEMF,EK2,TT,N)
000027 00	 60J=1 •^!









000070 00	 AOJ=1 •N
000075 _ _ _!C1_^l.l=Y1_tJ1+(EKi.(J)+2."(EK2(.J)_+E.K. 3(J)1+EK4(J)	 (DELT/6.1
000107 80 CONTINUE
000111 RETURN
000112 _E 150 . FORMAT tiH -, EE 14..61__`—__-
000112 ENO
C-131













iSLOPE(50),N000PTB(50, 3) , IFLAG(50), OELX(5 0) ,OY (20) ,NMASST,N000P
000007 REAL
	 Y(20),	 K(20)
00.0007 ...	 ---,.-00 5_I=1s N









	 .- ----- ..QO. 10	 J=.it.NCOUP_.
000022 IF(NCCUFTe(J,i).EO.0)G0	 TO	 15
000024 OELX(J) =Y((NCOUPT9(J,2)+NCOUPTB(J,2)1-i1 -Y((NCCUPTB (J, 1)+NC
- --
i	 _. TB (J,i ) )-1)
	
-	 -- - -.	 •	 - -	 -	 -
000034 GO TO 20
000035 15 OEL,X(J) =Y( (tiCOUPTB(J,21+NCCU Q T9 (J,?) )-i)
000043
	
_..___. 20_—__ .IF.SIFLAG(J) o EQ.-i)GC. TO	 25_____._
000046 FT(J)=ENTP(J)
000051 GO TO 10
000054. _. 25_ _.__FT(J)=A"aXi(0.,FSAV(J)-SLCPE(J)'_`(XSAV(J)-9ELx_(J1))
000066 10 CONTINUE




000075 00 40	 L=19N000o
000077 IF(KCCUFTB(L,1).KE.JT.AN!',N000DT9(L,2).NE.JT)GO 	 10	 LO
00010E IF(f%CCUcTg (L,2) . CT. JT) GO
	 TO	 50
000112 FJI=FJI+qT(L)
000114 GC TO LO
000114 °0 FIJ=FIJ+IT(L)
000 4-17 41 CONTI^:UE
000122 OY (J-1) =Y (J)
000125 (?Y (J)=(FIJ- r JI) /E"!ASS(JT)
000131 30 CONTINUE
000133 525 r ORMAT(1H	 ,10Y,4(6)(9E12.411
000133 RE TUPN
000133 E N^. 
PAGE IS
C-132
GOLETA FCFTFAN 1.3 " SEMI





G FLA G CHECKS EACH COUPLING FOR - UNLOAOING
C
00000° REAL	 Y(20)
_00000 _ COHMON	 EMAS5 . ! .! P . )  ,F ( 5 Op-!Al	 5 P t-101 ,_F T • (501 ,._YS,AV(.5 C1,_, F S A V ( 501
IS^CPE(50),NCCUPT9(90,3),IFLAG(50) •DELX(501,OYt?_0)rNMASST,N000P
000005 00 10 J=19N
000006 _ _	
___IF(NC¢UPTg(J,1) . .F3.0)GO	 TO_1a__-.__.






.OR.	 jFLAG(J).E f).-1)G0	 TO	 20
000, 034
-000035 FSAV (J) =F'T (J)
000040 XSAV(J)=CELX(J)






t ' P^^C!IL QUALIly




lENTP__INTERPCLATES FORCE FOR -S P ECIFIED COUPLING
C
000003	 COMMON EMASS(101,Ft50,10),X(50,10),FT(50),XSAV(50),FSAV(c^0),







000007 - - -_
	
GO -S0











30 ENTP=F(K,J—i)+(CELX(N')—X(N,J-1))•((F(N,J)—F(NPJ-1) )/(X(N,J) -
_.___iXtNIJ-11.11_
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C1.4 HANDLING PROGRAMS (HYSIM and HYSSG)
1.	 Program Description
HYSIM and HYSSG are programs desibned to provide a coarse
indication of how changes in mass distribution, vehicle dimensions,
and tire characteristics affect handling properties. HYSIM
simulates the transient response of an automobile to a step in
steer angle, and HYSSG computes the steady-state gain of yaw
rate to steer angle as a function of forward speed. Both programs
are based on a mathematical model which represents the automobile
as a single mass with 3 degrees of freedom: lateral displacement,
yaw and roll.
In HYSIM, the dynamics of tire force buildup are neglected,
which means the front and rear tire force equations become
algebraic expressions for the tire forces Yf and Yr . Thus, if
v; 1	 Yf
	
Y= m	 and ZYr
m
the above differential equations can be written in the form
AY = BY + CZ
Z = DY+E
or-1
 =	 ((B + CD) Y + CEa)
This is the form in which HYSIM solves the differential
equations of motion for the vehicle.
	
For HYSSG, yi ,
	
00 Yf , and Y  are all set equal to zero
and the steady gain of the vector Y, (and hence of its component
v, the yaw rate), to a, is computed as follows:
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NMI 11114N• 1 a)
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000003 PEAL AM(494)•AM(4,4), AINV(4,4),SUBA(393),SUBANV(393)
000003_ REAL EE( 4, 2),00(294),F(2),EO(4,4),EF(4),BED(4,4)
OOOOC3
_	
- REAL p"lTt 3, 3),t3MTT( 3,31•ENT13,3'),T-RIt3.31,TRAN-(3.31
000003 REAL SPEE0(i0)











000031 RFAO 400,(SPEED(J),	 J=I,NSPO)
000044 READ 400,TM, (Y(J1,J=1,4)
000060 _	 4 PRINT 500"_.
	 _	 _ .._.
000064 PRINT 4989NCASE•NSPD,NSTEPS•NPSTEP
000100 PRINT 499,OELT,(SPEED(J),J= 1,NSPD)
	__ -- -000115 '
_ _





iOC137 DD	 350 JCASE=t•NCASc
C
C INIPUT MASS	 PROPERTIES
C
r.
C INPUT GEDy ETRICAL OROPERTIES
000141 2EaD 400,EM,E4RTx,ENRTY,ENRTZ,CXZ






030206 4EAl 400,CPF,CP?,EKPF• EKPR,CAF,CAR,SIGMAF,SIG`1AR
C






















C	 A-MATRIX COEFFICIENTS ( SPEED INDEPENDENT)







009'375_—.-•-SQD CDfT?NUE --•------• ----	 -----------
000400	 AM(19 1)=EM
_000492 	 _ _A M(i,3)=EMCH








000415	 - PRINT 57)	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - -
000420
	
PRINT 5809t (AM (I,J),J=1,4),I=1,4)
C	 _
--	 ---- INVERSE OF
C
000435 00	 110	 J=1, 3
000440 _	 00	 110	 K=1. 3 -
000441 SUPA(J,K)= AM(J,K)
70446 110	 CONTINUF
,j00451 CALL	 "ATINV(SURA.SUBANV,8`(T,BMTT. EMT ,TRI,TRAN93)
007461 00	 121	 J=194
000463 00	 120	 K=1.4
0.10464 IF(J.LE.3.ANO.K.LE.3)GO	 TO	 13C
011474 AINV(J,K) =C.0
070476 GO	 TO	 120
030476 130
	
ATNV (J,K) i SU9ANV (J,K)
000503 127 CONTINUE
000507 AINV(4,4)=1.0
07x511 - -	 PRINT - 590 -
070514 PRINT	 580, ( (AINV (19J),J= 1.4),I=1.41
C
C 9-MATRIX COEFFICIENTS(SPEED INDEPENDENT)
C
070532 n0	 147	 J=1,4




000546 8.4 ( 3,4) =E'ICH"G- EKPF -EKPR
03055? 9M ('14.3)=1.J
C
C E -MATRIX COEFFICIENTS(SPEED INDEPENDENT)
C
'00553 On	 150	 J=192
)9555 On	 153	 K=194
030556 FE(J.K)=C.;;
0 1 0561 150	 CONTIHUF
C-153




000 0 70 EF
010572 EE(3,1)=-H+EL*EPSLN
000573 H-0'F_PSLN_EE(3.2)=-
000577 —	 O RINT 490.((EE(I,J),J=1,2)9I=1,4)
C
C SPEED LOOP




000621 DO	 165 J=1,4
000622 Yi(J)=Y(J)




C	 SPFEn OEP£NOFNT COMPUTATIONS
C





-----._... --- -	 -- — -	 -
000650 CART.°=CAR*ZR
10052 E"1RTYR=ENlUY/R**2
.IC555 PRINT	 617,	 ZF•ZR
C






007772 PRINT	 SRJ, ( (E`i(I,J) PJ =1, 4) ,I=1, 4)	 _.
C
C 0-MATRIX C3EF F ICIENTS(SPEE0 DEPENDENT)
C
000720 On	 173	 J=1, 4











J745 00	 190	 J=194





--	 •	 - --	 - .	 ..
	
___
	 _	 . _
	
..- •------ . C-154
GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3	 SEMI–AUTO
	
RFL
	 •	 (01-10-73)	 HYSIM
00757 180 CONTINUE
01763 CALL	 MATMPY (AINV,BEO,C,4,4,41
0 00"67 PRIN T
 630
070773 ----- - PRINT SR .0
	 C—( 1-9– J _19_J=1_,4),I_= 194j
C




- 001014 CALL MATMPY (EE,F,EF,4, 2, 11---	 -	 --	 --	 ----- 
_	
--- - -
001020 PRINT	 491, (EF (J) ,J=1,4)
001032 CALL	 MATMPY (AINV,EF, GG,4,4,i)
001036
_	 _
- PRINT	 492, (GG(Jl ,J=1,4)	 --------	 -	 -- -	 - -- - -- -	 —






00105E PRINT 492, (GG(J), J=1,4)
C
---- --C ----








0 .31076 CALL	 QKTTAI(Y1,Ki,T1,4)
071101 IF(Kr-STFP.NF.KSTEP)GO
	
T` 0 - 2-1--b -
001103 ACCLAT=X93T*Y1(2)fKI(i)





001135 300 CONTINUE •------	----	 -+--	 --	 -	 --	 - -	 ---	 -	 -
001137 350 CONTINUE
001142 STOP
001144 '+00 FO O MAT ( 7 F 10 .4)
001144 410 FORmAT(2I10)
001144 499 FO? 11AT (1H
	 , 4I4)
001144 499 FORMAT(IH	 ,ICE16.6)
001144 490 FORMAT(IH
	 .*EE-MAT9IX*/8El4.6)
001144 491 FORMAT(IH	 ,*EF-MATRIX*/8E14.6)
00114-' - 492 FO Q MAT(IH	 ,*GG-'(ATRIX*/BE14.6)






1144 520 F09MAT(IH	 ,SE16.6)
j1144 530 FORMAT(tHO,*GEC'iFTRY*//6X,*WHEELBASE *96X, *FR.	 AXLE	 CG*,6X,*RC	 H(
IHT *95X,*(--G
	 -	 PC)	 HT.*,9X,*THETA*,11X,*FPSLN*)




GOLETA cORTRAN 1.3 * SF N I-AUTO RFL * (01-10-73)	 HYSIM
ILTA*)
'01144 550 FORMAT (iHO, • SUSPENSION*//10x,*ROLL DAMPING*,23X,*ROLL STIFFNESS
IX,* FRO NT*.12X,*REAR*,11X,* FRONT* ,12X,*REAR*)
00114
 560 FS^raT i iH4, *TIRE
-P4oPF-RT - IES^ii9x, *LATERoL -FO2CE*-.19x,*RE^AxATIO
1EVGTH*/8X, *FRONT*, 12X,* R EAR* ,11X, *FRONT*	 12X, *REAR*)
001144 570 F0RMAT(1H0,*A-MATRIX*)
001144 _	 ..._.






001144 600 FORMAT(IH-OS O EEO = *, E 14. 6)
001144 610 PO 'qk Af (Y A—, friF = ,E14.6,5X, W 2R_=
001144 620 FORMAT(IH0,48-MATRIX*)
001144 630 FORMAT(IHO,*C-MATRIX*)
001144 640 FORt!AT(iHC, 3X,'TI`)f E 	 ,6X, +'Y1DOT*,*,7X,,*P	 *PHI
15X,*LAT.	 ACC.*)
001144 650 FORMAT(IM	 ,ES.2,10EI294)
001144 ENO
^':"^L P (P IS
'+ << 1 A U'I'y
C-156
GOLETA F ORTRAN 1 * 3 * SEMI-AUTO RFL • (01-10-73)
	 01,E
SU99OUTIPIE PAT INV(AsATE:4F,B,BTEMP,E,TRI, TRAIN, M)
C MATI'JV O F TERMINES THE INVERSE OF 	 A REAL	 MATRIX
C ATEMP IS THE
	
INVERSE CF	 THE INPUT MATRIX	 A.







STORE THE ICENTI TY MATRIX
000014 00 20 I=i,N
000016 00
  20 J= i, N	
­_
 --	 -	 - -- —_-- -•- •-	 -- _---	 -
000017-
- -- -
IF (I.Ed.J1 •GO	 _i_0___1 _
000027 E(I,J)=C.
000024 GO	 TO	 2C	







- C^ - INITIALIZ'c TR4NSFORMEC ANO TRWNSFORM4TI0	 MATRICES
C






C TRANSFORM A-MATRIX TO UP PER TRIANGULAR FORM
000051 IMIN=N-1
000053 70	 125	 I=19ININ 	
-	 ----- - 
- 
-_ -	 - -	 - -C - LOCATE NONZE00 ELE M ENT
_
 Its	 I-TH COLUMN -
000060 00	 100	 J=I, K,
10061 IF(TRI(J,I).NE.O.)GO	 TO	 110
-00066 100 CONTTN' E
C000 7 0 PRINT	 :00









f+cT 4bNZRO	 ELIE M	
_










000153 01 120	 J=IPLUS,N
000163 P(J,I)=-ATEMP(J,I)/ATEMP(I,I)
010173 120 CONTINUE
900175 ;ALL	 4ATMPY (8,ATE .4P,TRI, N, N, N)
010291 125 CALL	 `!ATyPY(B,13TEMP,TRAN,N,N,N)
C
C TRANSFORM A — MATRIX TO	 DIAGONAL FORM
C
C CHECK DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
- - 10217 00	 130	 I=1, rl





G O T n	 150
^'' P;;^1. QUALITY
C-157
GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 4 SEMI-AUTO RFL 0 (01-10-73)	 MATiNV
000V3 1. 140 NRITE(6,5001
10 02 34 GO TO 200
000240 150 00	 170	 I=i,IMIN
_
_
C GET ZEROES IN UPPER TRIAIGLE
000242 N41=N - I




000253 P.(J,N+1-I1=-TRI ( J,N+i-I) / TRI(N+i-I,N+i-I)
_000274 160 CONTINUE
000277 - CALL NATNPIf(8•TRI,AT-EMP,^,N,N)
000303 CALL MATMPY(B,TRAN,BTEMP,N,N,N)





C NORMALIZE THE OIAGONAL ELEMENTS
000335 CALL	 InENT(B,E,N)
009337 00	 190	 J=1,N
000344_ B(J,J)=i./TRI(J,J)
000354 1 8 0 CONTINUE
000356 CALL	 MAT`1PY(9,TRAN,A TEMP ,N,N,N)
000363 20O^QE TURN --- -	 —	 --
003364 500 FORMAT(iH091eHMATRIX 	 IS	 SINGULAR)
030364 EN0
IC-138	 -
GOLF TA rORTRAN 1.3 • SCNI - AUTO RFL • t01-10-73) i
SUSFOUTINE IC=NT(AvBtN)
C
C	 IDENT ECUATES MATRICES
000006	 REAL A(N,.41 •A(N,N)
000006
-
	DO 10 I = i,N_ __	 _ --
000007	 -66 iD J=1,Y 
000010	 A(I•J1=A(I•J)
000017_	 10 CONT INUF_





' POOR QIJAI,I'I'Y- - -
- C-159
GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 ' SEMI -AUTO FFL 0 (01-10-731
SU8POUTINE MATMPY (A,B,C• KRA,NCANRR,PSCB)
C
C	 MAT MPY MULTIPLIES MATRICES
000011	 4EAL A(NRA„KCANRE)•8(NCAKR89NCB)•C(NRA,NC8)
0000 11 	_00 1 0 J =_1 .NRA
000' 012 	 00 10 K=19NCB	 i	 -
070013	 C(J•K)=0.
0000_17	 00 1 0 _I_= 1 • N C A NR_O
• 00002x- ------ -CtJ,Kf=CtJ•K) ►A(J,I)•8(I,K) -	 ---------------
000035	 10 CONTINUE
000044
	 RET U R N
000044	 ENO
C-160




-j00007_ BALL DER IV(Y1wcK1,T,N1
	










C QKTTAZ USES RUNGE-KUTTA 	 TECHNIQUE FOR NUMERICAL 'INTEGRATION
0 .30010 REAL
	 Y1(50),YZ(50),YTEMP(50),EK1(50),EK2t501,EK3(50),EK4(50)
003010 __ _ 53J=_19N__00















-CO G041 -- -60 Cori TiMUE
	 . —







-^- YTEMP(J) =Y1 (J) +OF 	 T*EK3 (J)
090061 70 CONTINUE
000964 T=T_+n ELT







80 CONTINUE -	 -----	 --- ----	 -- - ---- -------- -- - -- -
000iii RETURN
000112 650 FO g MAT(iH	 99E14.E)
000112 ---- -ENO 	
-. -.-
	 ----------.____- .------ -	
_._-_.. _--
	









	 ScMI-AUTO Q FL • (01-10-73)
SUBROUTImF. DERIV(Y,K,T,N)
r	 C
C	 OERIV SETS UP K-MATRIX FOR USE IN INTEGRATION ROUTINE
000007	 Ml"ON f:(4,4),GG(4)
00 0 007 -_---- R EAL
 Y(10), K(10)_ 
000007	 OA A _I=1,4
000010
	 K(I)=GG(I)
- 000012	 _ - 00 10 J=1, 4	 _-- _ —___--	 — _ _-- -- _----- __-•-
00001 J	-K(i) = K(I)FC(I,J)*if (J)
000022
	 10 CONTINUE
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/vu m aEP- OF C/^5==
NLLn1 6Ek L' F SPEEDS
SPEED 5
/-nA55 OF VE.42 CLE
ft MENTS OF ZNE,P_T.TA W27# R£5PE C.T
Ta X, y,
 AND Z A xE5
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000003 -_ , Yi(10.)—_REAL _Y(10)
C READ INPUT
000003 — REAO 410,	 NCASE,NSPD
000013 RF:AC	 40C 9 (SFF_ED(J) 9	 J= 11NSPO)
C
C
000026 On	 350	 JCASE= i,`jCASE
C PRINT HEADINGS
000030 PRINT _5 'd -d-
030033 PRINT 507
C
C • INFUT MASS	 FROPERTIES
C
n 00037 PFA0	 430,CM,FNRTX,EHRTY9ENRTZ,CX7
C
C I`IPUT	 GEO'l_TRICAL	 PRO°ERTIES




000135 097 A0 	 4109 "PF, CPR ,EKPF ,EKPRI CAF ,CAR,SIGMAF, SIG `1AR
C
C PRINT VFHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
000131 _ --------_._._-----------	 —	 --	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -°ZINT Ste
000135 °DINT 520,EP,ENRTX,ENRTY,ENRTZ,CXZ
003153 PRINT	 c?:















C 8-'iAT?IX SOEFFICIE`1TS(SPEEC	 INDEPENDENT)
1
C-171




.00267 00	 140	 J=194
000270 00	 140	 K=194








000307 00	 150	 J=192000iii—
_._'CO	 Is . 6
000312 $-:-r(JgK)=O.0
010315 150 CONTINUE
000320 E E ( i 'q-' f i :--; I ' -d
000322 EE(I,2)=I.0
000323 EE(2*1)=EL
000324 * EE (2. 2






000351 00	 300	 JSPD=t,NSPO
3 0352 Xl00T=SPEE0( JS 00)
091354 PRINT	 AC	 ,XIJOT
C








001401 PRINT	 610,	 ZF,ZR
C

















000 1426	 PRINT 580,(*e4(19J),J=1q4)q1=1v41
C
C	 0-MATRIX COEFFICIENTS(SPEEC DEPENOENT)
C
	
00 0444	 00 170 J=194
	













GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 * S FMI-AUTO RFL * (01- 10-73)	 HYSSG
`00457 0!1(1•?)=-CAFZF*EL/XOOT
004E1 00(2.1)= -CA RZa/XDOT
000463 --
_, 00(2.2)=CARZR *B /XOOT	 -- --	 -- _ --	 _--	 _--
—	
--
C COMPUTE BEOINV MATRIX
000465 CALL -MATMPY ( EF, 00• EO.49 2 94)	 —	 — -
000471 DO	 187 J=194
000473 _ 00	 1 80 K=1.4
000474 9ED(J9K)=RM (J• K) ♦ED(J,K)
000503 180 CONTINUE




	 ,...--- ----	 -- -	 - -	 ----	 --
000522 PRINT 580. ((OEOINV(I,J) • J=1,4) ,I=1.4)
' C (SFEEO OEFEN•OENT)
C
000540 F(1)=CAFZF	
-00054•'_-- -	 •- F(2)=0.0.__..
C




000547 PRINT	 1•91, (EF (J) ,J=194)
000561 -	 -. =1 ­• 4- 	------	 -	 ------ .
	
- - •	 - - ..-n0 
-00 j ! '­ -
800563 EF(J)=EF(J)*DELTA










030607 DR IP T 	 64''=




COC634 400 FORMAT (7F,,'- • 6
000634 410 FORMAT(2I1C)
000634 490 FORMAT(IHC•*EE-MATRIX*,2( /4F14.6)1 	 {ExINAL PAGE L-
OIC634 491 FOQMAT(iHG, *FF-MATRIX • /2 (4E14.6)	 f1	 `)OR QUA1.IPY
000534 530 FOR M AT(1H19*VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS*)
010634 507 FORMAT(lH-,*F?AME*)
007634 510 FORMAT (iHO,QX, *4,ASS*,9X, *X- INERTIA*,7X,*Y-INERTIA*•7X,*Z-INERTI
15X, *X -7 P2000CT*)
000634 5?0 FORMAT(iH	 , IE16.6)
000034 530 FORMAT (iHO,*GEOMETRY*//6 X, *WHEEL9ASE *,6X, *FR.	 AXLE CG* ,6X,*RC	 H
1HT *,5X,*(CG
	 - RC)	 HT.*,8X• *THETA *,11X,*EPSLN+)
000634 540 FORMAT(iHO.5X,*WFL.	 RAO.*,4X, *CG 	 - AERO.	 LOAO*,5X,*CO AREA*,6X,
LEER	 ANGLE *)
- 1 0634 550 F09MAT(iH39*SUSPENSION *//10x, -ROLL DAMPING*,23X,*ROLL STIFFNESS
tX,* FRONT *•12X.*REAR *,11X,*FRONT *,12X,*REAR*)
000634 560 FORMA T (IHa,*TIRE	 PROPERTIES*//9X,*LATERAL	 FORCE*•19X,*RELAXATIC






GOLET4 FORTRAN 1.3 * SFMI-IUTO ;FL
	
(01-10-73)	 HYSSG
'190634	 580 FORMAT(IM ,4EI4.61
- 3CE34 - -- 590 F09MAT(iH0,*8ED-INVERSE MAT R IX`)	 -
090634
	 600 FORMAT (IH_-,*SPEED =49E14.6)
000634
-


















GnLETA FORT D AN 1.3 • SEMI-AUTO qFL • (01-10-73)'
SU9ROUTINE MATINV(A,ATEMF•898TEMP,E,TRI•TRAN•M)
C	 MATINV DETERMINES THE INVERSE OF A REAL MATRIX





0 .00013 _	 N=M
— C
	
STORE THE IDENTITY MATRIX	 •-"	
- -__ __ _._—_.__..___ __—___ 	 __
00 0014
	 00 20 1=19N
00 001 E —











_	 _	 _	 _





CALL	 IDENT ( TRAM •, E, N)-
C
C TRANSFORM A-MATRIX TO UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM
000051 IMIN=N-1





 IN I-TH COLUMN
000063 00	 100 J=I,N
30051 IF(TP,I(J,I). NE, 0
	 GO	 TO	 11.0
,j70066 100 CONTINUE
000073 PRINT	 50;








000124 I• NOT ZRO)=1.
C
_












000153 CO	 121 J=IPLUS,N
000161 H(J, I)=-ATEMF(J, I)/ATE;1P (I,l)
000173 127 CONTINUE
003176 CALL	 MATMPY(8•ATEMP,TRI,^•N,N)
090201 125 CALL	 `tATMPY (9,RTEMP,TRAN,N,N,N)
C
C TRANSFORM A-MATRIX TO DIAGONAL FGRM
C
C CHECK OIAGONAL ELEMENTS
10217 00	 130	 I=1, N
10221 TF(TJI(I,I) . cl r).0. )GO 	 TO	 140
939225 130 CONTINUr




GOLETA F09TRAN 1.3 ' ';FMI-aUTO RFL ' (01-10-75)	 MATINV
000231 140 WRITE (69500
000234 GO TO 200
000240
_ _.
150 00	 170	 I =1 9 IMIN
-C	 - GET	 7_EROES	 IN UPPER TR.IAAGLc-
000242 NMI=N-I
000244_ CALL IOE NT (B,E,V)	 -^	 ^_.___- ------•_--	 ---
00 0.246
_ _- ----
00 160 J=1, NMI
000253 8 (J,N+i-I) =-TRI (J,N+i-I) /TRI (N fi-I,N+1-I )
000 2 74 160 CONTINUE	
-- - -
	
r --	 - --000277
--__ -
__	 _







000303 CALL	 MATMPY (B,TRAN,BTEMP,N,N,N)





C NORMALIZE THE DIAGONAL EL EMENTS
000335 CALL	 IOENT(B,E,N)






MATMP Y( 89TRA4,ATEMP,N,N, N)
000363 ---200- RETURN ---	 --._.-.--------	 -- ---	
---. .. _.
000364 500 FORMAT (1H0 q i 8HMATRIX	 IS SINGULAR)
000364 ENO
C-176
GOLETA C ORTRAN 1.3
	 •	 SEMI-AUTO RFL •	 (01-10-73)
SUI RfiO T r NE * I CE NT (A,8	 N)
C
C IDENT FOUATES MATRICES
C
000005 REAL	 A(N,4),B(NvN)
000006 Do	 to	 r=i•N
000007 00	 10 J=19N
acacia A(r,j)=a(r9j)
HOW 10 CONTINUE




GOLETA FORTRAN t.3 • SEMI- AUTO RFL ` (01-10-73)
SUR g OUTINE ^OATMPY(A•8•C,NRA,NCANR8,NCf3)
C
C	 MATMPY MULTIPLIES MATRICES
000011	 REAL A(NRA,NCAMRR),8(NCANR@,NCB) ,C(NRA.NCB)
000011	 _	 _00 10 J=1.NRA






	 00 1 0 I_=1, N_C ANRS
000020 - -- -- C(J•K)=C(J,K) ♦ A(J, TI9(I•Kl
000035	 10 CONTINUE
000044	 RETURN
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C-179
01.5 'Life Cycle Costs
Two chang^s have been made in LYFECC since its summarization
appeared in the report from Phase I, "Mission Analysis and Per-
formance Specification Studies Report". First, the method of
computing the discount factor now matches 0,.e one described in
"H..brid Vehicle Potential Assessment Interim Progress Report",
Appendix C, Electric and Hybrid Cost Handbook, R. Left, S. Heller,
Draft #5030-162, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
The second change involves the inclusion of replacement
batteries down payment. This was omitted from operating and
life cycle costs in the first version of the program.
^^rtlGi'^,.^I, P^1Gr IS
:y
---	 - •-- C- 180
GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 0 SEMI-AUTO RFL * (01-10-73)
PROGRAM LYFECC
IFUEL CAN EQUAL i THRU 5 WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS
IF IFUEL=19 ' PETR*OLEUM -• AND ' ELECTRICITY ARE 80TH NOMINAL
IF IFUEL=2 9 PETROLEUM IS 4-307.
IF IFUEL=39 PETROLEUM IS -30%
IF IFUEL=4,- ELECTRICTTY-IS 4-307.































































00 1 J=1•NYEARS .._. .-	 --••	







DLL 5 J= 1,NYEARS
KaR(J)=0
5 CONTINUE	
-- --- - - --	

















GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 * SEMI-AUTO RFL * (01-10-73)	 LYFECC
C SET BATTERY REPLACEMENT FLAG 	 -
C












000234 IF (BR+EKPY (NYEARS) .LE.6RK.OfR.PM. EQ.O. )GO TO	 iB
000245 EKPY(NYEARS)=BRK-BR
000247 BR=BRK	
- --	 - --	
- -- - -- - -
000247 -- - -- ------ -GO.TO 19
000250 18 BR=BR ♦ EKPY(NYEARS)





































































25 EF'CKP (J) = (5.50+. ' 014` (J-1)) *EKWHPK
GO TO 36
30 00 35 J=1•NYEARS
PFCKN(J)=(19.36+.6599'(J-1))•GOPK
- --- - - ----- -	 - - -- C-182







000472 35 EFCKP(J)=(5.50+.014*(J -1))*EKWHPK
000502 36 PRINT 540
000506 PRINT- 5509HE10 C,CMC .EMh1C.8N6qFMC, LACK
000526 PRINT 560






000562 PRINT 572 9 ( PFCKN ( J) ,J=1, 11)	 ^ ,	 _ • __
000574
_	 ^__ _
PRINT 573, '(PFCKP(J1, j=ig 11!
000606 PRINT	 5749 (PFCKM(J),J=1, ii)
000620 PRINT 5759 (EFCKN(J) ,J=1,11)
000632 PRINT 5759 (EFCKPf .7),J=1, ii)
000644 PRINT 577,(EFCKM(J)vJ=1,11)
000656 00 37 J=1,11
000660 TFCK(1,J)=PFCKNQ +EFCKN (J)
000664 TFCK(2,J)=PFCKP(J)+EFCKN(J)
000670 TFCK(39J)=PFCKM(J)+EFCKN(J)
000674 -	 - TFCK(4,.))=PFCKN(J1 TEFCKP (J)
000700 37 TFCK(5,J) =PFCKN(J) +EFCKM (J)
000706 PRINT 578
00 0711 PRINT 584, (








000730 00	 38 J=1,5
000731 TAOC (J) =O.
000732 AOCK(J)=0.
000733 TLCC (J) =0.
000734 ALCCK(J)=0.
- -	 -- ---------- -- --^-^-=--',{^-•t-^^;^. 	 --- -•--	 --	 -- -._000735 TDLCC(J)=0.
000736 38 OLCCK(J)'=0.
C






000756 AP= (AL+AL.*.065'4.) /4. _. 	 -	 ---	 -
C
C YEARLY DEPENDENT COST
000761 YDC1=33.+PV*.O1+i25.
000766 YOC2=33.+PV*.906+75.
C BATTERY REPLACEMENT COST
C
000772 BRC=2.*BOE4	 -
-- -- -	 -	 - •- —
	
___ .- -. - - " C-183
	
-





001003	 - -	 ALBR= BRC= 'ADPBR---._«	 _	 _ _ ------- -•--- • ---	 -
001005 APBR=(ALBR+ALBR*.065*3.) /30
001010 PRINT 585
001014 - PRINT - 586- ' - -- --`---- ---	 -----






001034 00 39 IFUEL =19 5
0010 36 AOC ( IFUEL, i1=YDC 1
001040 YOC=YOC1
001041 00 40 J=29 NYEARS
001042 IF(J.GE-.7)YOC=YDC2-	
_ - ___
00104E AOC(IFUEL,J)=(TMCK+TRCKF (J)+ TFCK(IFUEL,J)1 /100.•EKPY(J)+YIC
001061 40 CONTINUE
001064 AOC(IFUEL,NYEARS)=AOCt IFUEL,NYERRS)=YDC2
001070 IF (NYEARS.LE.6) AOC (IFUEL,NYEARS) =AOC (IFUEL,NYEARS) +YOC2—YOC1
001076 00 50 J=!,NYEARS
001100 - -	 IF	 (KBR(J) . E0.01 GO_ TO 50
001102 L=J+2
001104 00 60 K=J,L
001105 IF(K.GT:NYEARS)GO TO 50
001110 ADC (I FUEL,J)=AOC (IFUEL,J) *ADPBR
31114 AOC (IFUEL,r K) =_A_OC (IF_UE_L_,_K_) +AP BR__
.01120 60 CONTINUE
001122 50 TAOC (IFUEL) =TAOC (IFUEL) +AOC (IFUEL,J)
001131 39 AOCK(IFUEL)=TAOC(IFUEL)/TK
C
C DISCOUNTED OPERATING COSTS
C
001135 00	 80 J=1, NYEARS
001137 OAOC (J1 =A0('f Q, J) • DF (J)
00 1143 80	 TDOC=TDOC+D ACC (J)
001147 DOCK--TDOC%TK	 -	 -
C
C LIFE CYCLE COSTS COMPONENTS
001151 VSV=.O1tPV
001153 BSV=.5+BRC•(1.-BR/BRK)
C LIFE CYCLE COSTS
C




001200 00 90 J=2„NYRMi
001201 YLCC(IFUEL,J)=AOC(IFUEL,J)
'11206 IF(J.GE.2.AND.J.LE.5)YLCC(IFUEI,—J)=YLCC(IFUEL,J)+AP
41222 90 TLCC (IFUEL) =TLCC (IFUEL) +YLCC(IFUEL,J)
001231 ALCCK(IFUEL)=TLCC(IFUEL)/TK
C-184
GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 * SEMI-AUTO RFL * (01-10-731 	 LYFECC








Pt CC! •IFUEL •J)=YLCC( IFUEL•J) *OF (J)
001243 100 TOLCC(IFUEL)=TOLCC(IFUEL)+OYLCC(IFUEL9J)
001250 OLCCK IIFUEL) =T 0_L C C_( IFU EL) /TK __























--	 -•	 -	 -001343 PRINT	 591	 ----	 --• •----	 ------	 ---- ---•------	 -
001347 PRINT	 590,(YLCC(19J),J=i,ii),TLCC(1),ALCCK(1)
001366 00 120_ IFUEL=195
001370 PRINT 610
001373 IF(IFUEL.EQ.1)GO TO 125
001375 IF (IFUEL.EQ.2)PRINT 57 9 	 _ — —_ __	 __._` •__	 -
0014 '92 IF (IFt # EL. EQ.31 PRINT t5 _0___-
__ _ __ _	 _	 _
001410 IF (IFU
 EL. EU .4) PRINT 581
901416 IF(IFUEL.EQ.5)PRINT 582
001424 125 PRINT 591	 -	 -	 -^ -	 -- -




0 .01460 400 FORMAT(7IiO)
091460 405 FORMAT(1H0,10I4)
001460 410 FORMAT 17EI0.4)
001460 500 FORMAT(iHI9*LIFE CYCLE COST ESTIMATION*)
001460 510 FORMAT (1H1,*VEHICLE CH,4RACTERISTICS'^ ,/9X,	 COSTi-,11X,*WEIGHT*,7X
iTTERY WT.* 9 3X,*HEAT ENG.	 RATING*,iX,*ELEC. MOTOR	 RATING*,2X,*X
iN*)
001460 520 FORMAT(iH 98E16.6)^
001460 530 FORMAT(iH 95X9*GAS LT/KM*96X 9 *OIESEL LT/KM*,8X,*KWH/K`1*,4X.*9A'
1Y REPLACE/KM*•4X9*E0EM*)
001460 5?3 FORMAT(iHO,*ANNUAL MILEAGE*)
001460 534 FORMATt1M 9 4X 9 *YEAR 0* 9 4X,*YEAR	 1* 9 4X•*YEAR 2* 9 4X9*YEAR 3*94X9
1R 4* 9 4X 9 *YEAR 5*e4X,*YEAR 6*,4X9*YEAR 7*,4X, + YEAR	 P *,4X, *YEAR
1X9*YEAR
	 10 6 94X9*TOTAL*1 --	 --- —	 --	 - --
0 f)1460 535 FORMAT(iHO,*COST CASE=*9I2)
001460 540 FORMATtiH0 9 4 PILEAGE OEPENDENT COSTS(CENTS/KM)*/2X,*MAINTENANCE
15X9 + HEAT ENGINE * ,7X 9 *CHASSIS*97X,*ELEC.	 MOT02 *•7X 9 *BATTERY *99X
lYWHEEL*,06X•*TOTAL*)
001460 550 FORMAT(1H	 98F15.4)
Q01460 560 FORMATt1H 9 1X,*REPAIR*/5X,*HEAT ENGINE*,7X,*CHASSIS*97XV*ELEC.
IOR*95X9*ACCESSORIES*95X,*TRANSMISSION*94X9*TOTAL*)
071460 570 FORMATQH , iX•*FUEL*)
091460 571 FORMAT(1H+,17X,*YEAR	 0* 9 4X 9 *YEAR	 1*94X,*YEAR 2*94X,*YEAR	 3*94X-
C- 185
GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 * SEMI — AUTO RFL * (01-10-731	 LYFECC
IAR 4*94X9 + YEAR 5*94x 9 + YEAR 6*,4x, + YEAR 7*,4x, ♦ YEAR 8+,4X,•YEAR
13X9*FEAR
	 10*)
001460 572 FORMAT(IM ,*PETRO(NOMIN)*,iX,12F10.4)
001460 573 FORMAT(iH-,*PETRO(i30%1*,2X,12Fi0.4)
001460 574 FORMATtiH ,*PETRO(-30%)*,
	 2X912F10.41
001460 575 FORMAT(iH	 ,*ELECT( NO MIk) +,iX,12F10.4)_
001460 575 FORMAT(iH ,*ELECT(+30%)*,2X,12F10.4)
001460 577 FORMAT(iH ,+ELECT(-10%)*,
	
2X912F10.4)
001460 57a FORMAT(iH ,*TOTAL*)-
001460 579 FORMAT ( iH 'i,?7)(,'► -1PETROT!UN +30%) +)	 r	 ^
001460 580 FORMAT(iH ♦ 9 27X9 + (PETROLEUM —30%)*)
001460 581 FORMAT(iH4-,27X,* (ELECTRICITY +3 0%)*)
001460 582 FORMAT ( iH^, 27X, f ELECTRICITY —l0 r )' l^
001460 584 FORMAT(iH+,13X,i2F10.4)
001460 585 FORMAT(iHO,*BATTERY REPLACEMENT*)
001460 586 FORMAT (IH t3X,*BR COST + 93X9}8R LOAN*,2X, + BR PAYM1'*,1X,*M ICE AGE_
iT BATTERY SET*)
001460 588 FORMAT (iH ,*ANNUAL OPERA_ T_ ING COSTS*) 
001460 589 FORMAT (iH - ,11F10.41	 -
001460 590 FORMAT(IM	 ,12F10.29FLO.5)
0Ji_460 591 FORMAT(IH	 ,4X, +YEAR 0*,4X, * _Y EAR 	1* 9 4X, + Y EA R 2 + ,4X_ 9_+ YE AR_ 3'94X,4
1R 4*94X 9 +YEAR 5 *9 4X,+YEAR 6*,4X, *YEAR 7*94X, + YEAR 8 +, 4X,+YEAR
iX,*YEAR 10*,4X,*TOTAL*,5X,*PER KM*)
091460 595 FORMAT ( IHO,*DISCOUNTED ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS_*)
001460 600 FORMATtiH0 ,*LIFE
 
CYCLE COSTS;l
001460 610 FORMAT(iH0, 0 0IS0OUNTED LIFE CYCLE COSTS*)
01460 END
-- --- -- — y..._ __
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ENERGY AND MATERIALS - CURRENT MODEL AUTOMOBILES
Materials Composition
Excellent agreement has been obtained among the several recent studies
which describe the materials composition of modern automobiles. (1-5) Percentage
compositions of ferrous metals, aluminum alloys, copper and copper alloys,
Zinc, glass, rubber, and plastics are changing slowly due to the gradual
substitution of lighter materials. In any given year, however, the mass fraction
of each particular material appears to be reasonably constant over a range of
car weights.
Table I shows the estimated weight breakdown for automobiles as estimated
by a 1915 study. (2) The same table gives the author's estimate for 1979
model cars, in the form of a rounded-off interpolation. * These estimated
1979 values will be carried forward to the manufacturing energy estimates.
Energy to Manufacture Automobiles
The investigators Hirst and Herendeen have estimated that it requires
123 million Btu to manufacture a typical American automobile. (6) -ihis figure
is similar to a value of 126 million Btu cited by Berry and Fels. (7) McGowan
and Kirchoff, by contrast, calculated the manufacturing energy per car to be
only 34 million Btu. (8)
* The author of this section was also a principal contributor to the materials
accounting in Reference (2).
I
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Table I - Weight Percentage Materials Composition of Automobiles
(Based on Estimates from Reference 2 for 1975, 1980;
and 1990 and an updated estimate by the author for 1979)
Author's
Est. for Projections for Est. for
Material 1975 1980 1990 1979
Low carbon and alloy steel 61.2 56.9 54.2 60.0
Cast and malleable iron 16.2 13.6 7.9 14.0
Aluminum alloys 2.9 6.3 11.9 4.5
Copper and copper alloys 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.0
Zinc 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.6
Lead 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8
Other metals, incl. magnesium 0.3 0.7 1.4 0.5
Rubber 4.6 5.1 5.0 5.0
Glass 2.4 2.6 2.8 2.6
Plastic 3.5 6.7 9.2 5.0
Other non-metal 6.5 5.9 6.0 6.0
Totals 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Energy requirements to produce basic materials and components has not
been a subject of close agreement. References differ, of course on the
basis for the estimates; some include only the energy for smelting or processing,
while others include the activities of mining, ore transportation, rolling
and component fabrication. One must also distinguish between electrical
energy and powerplant fuel consumed.
Table II identifies manufacturing energy estimates from several sources,
and slso sets forth the figures which will be assumed for this present task.
These last figures represent our best present estimates of total energy typical
for components made of each material, from mine or petroleum feed stock to
finished parts. Actual total energies can vary widely with the characteristics
of the ore, transportation, method of fabrication, and percentages of scrap
vs. virgin materials used.
A final step is to do a trial accounting of the total energy to produce a
• complete automobile. We have taken as a 1979 baseline a U.S.-produced
automobile of 3,620 lb. curb weight, such as the Ford LTD 4-door sedan. This
is a six-passenger vehicle with a 302 CID V-8 engine and a wheelbase of 114.4
inches. The results of the energy accounting are given in Table III. A
subtotal of 122.6 million Btu is the estimated energy to produce the parts from
which the vehicle is assembled. To this must be added the energy to transport
the components to the assembly plant, and then the energy to assemble and
paint the vehicle. If subassemblies and parts equal to the car's total mass
were transported an average of 100 miles, the fuel energy for truck transportation
would be about 430,000 Btu. This is based on a referenced figure of 0.0176
gallon of diesel fuel 'per ton-mile of freight hauled. (15)
A rough estimate of energy expended at the assembly plant can be based
on an assumption that about 10 kW might be expended over a ten hour period per
car. This is for conveying'"and hoisting, welding, power tools, paint drying,
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Table II - Estimates of Manufacturing and Processing Energy
for Materials and Components Used in Automobile
Production
Quoted Quoted Value Used,
Energy, from This Study,
Material or Component Btu	 lb Reference Btu/lb
Alloy Steel 22,300 (9)
Stainless Steel 34,000 (9)
'	 Steel	 (Material Processing) 211500 (3)
Iron	 (Material	 Proc!•:sing) 15,500 (3)
Steel	 (Material Processing) 13,250 (10)
Steel Auto Hood (Mine to formed part) 28,000 (11)
Aluminum Hood (45% virgin mat'l) 108,300 (11)
Aluminum - Primary (Mat'l Processing) 110,000 (3)
Aluminum - from Scrap (Mat'l.
	
Processing) 10,000 (3)
Aluminum smelting (Present processes) 22,180 (12)
Aluminum smelting (New Alcoa process) 15,350 (12)
Alum (Total energy of metal, from 50% bauxite) 140,900 (13)
Copper (Total energy metal, from 1.5% ore) 26,780 (13)
Copper (Total energy metal, from 0.6 6/0' ore) 49,540 (13)
Copper and Alloys 65,700 (9)
Zinc Castings 45,500 (9) 45,500
Lead 14,700 (14) 15,000
Plastics 25,000 (9)
Plastics (Incl.	 feed stock) 78,500 (10) 78,500
Fiber Glass-Reinforced Plastic Hood 40,100 (11)
Fuel	 Value, Resin Raw Mtl. 20,000 (11)
Rubber 37,000 (3) 37,000
Glass 13,000 (3) 13,000
(Table II continued on next page) _
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Cast Iron Parts, Incl. Machining
Formed Aluminum Parts (45% Virgin)
Finished Copper and Cu Alloy Parts
Quoted Quoted Value Used,
Energy, from This Study,
Btu
	 lb Reference Btu /lb
37,000 (3) 37,000
- - - - 28,000
- - - - 20,000
- - - - 108,000
- - - - 50,000
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Table III - Estimate of Manufacturing Energy for an
Automobile of 3,620 lb Curb Weight
(1979 Model Year 4-Door Sedan)
liaterial, Component, or Process
Steel Components
Cast and Malleable Iron Parts
Aluminum Alloy Parts






















































Est. Total Manufacturing Energy
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and general utility supply to the plant. The electrical energy required
is about 100 kWh or 341,200 Btu this is raised to 1.14 million Btu fuel
energy input if the conversion of fuel to delivered electricity is 30%
efficient.
Our estimate of total manufacturing energy per car is 124 million Btu.
It is interesting how close this independent estimate is to the 123 million
Btu calculated by Hirst and Herendeen. (r)
The energy to produce batteries is of ;nterest from the point of view of
manufacturers and owner; of electric or hybrid vehicles. From estimates
given by Williams in Ref. (14), we calculate that the energy to manufacture
an advanced lead-acid battery will be about 15,700 Btu per lb of battery
weight. Williams has identified such a battery as having a specific energy of
18 Whilb. It should be noted that since 15,700 Btu is the equivalent of the
4,600 Wh of energy to manufacture a pound of battery, the battery would have
to undergo the equivalent of over 250 complete discharges before the cumulative
stored energy would exceed the original manufacturing energy. In other words,
the manufacturing energy is very significant in relationship with the total
energy the battery will store over its lifetime.
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W
THE SCRAPPING AND RECYCLING OF AUTOMOBILES:
MATERIALS AND ENERGY IMPLICATIONS
Materials Recovery
The materials composition of present and possible future automobiles
was given in Table I, and is discussed in detail by References (2) and (5).
Aoproximately ten years after the date of manufacture, cars of these compositions
wll appear in large numbers in the junkyards.
Ford Motor Co. investigators have stated that the motor vehicle regis-
trations are terminated on about 9 million cars/yr at this time, and that about
90% of these are now being recycled for their metal content - primarily the
ferrous metals. (5) These authors further estimate that of the available
automotive scrap (in 1974), 85% of the ferrous metal was recovered. Similarly,
the recycling ratios for copper, aluminum, and zinc were 62%, 53%, and 27% respectively.
It may be inferred that with currently improving techniques for the separation
of shredded scrap, the recycling ratios for aluminum and copper will improve.
Zinc, since much of it is in the form of galvanized panels and trim, will
continue to be difficult to recover.
Not much in the way of plastics is now being recycled, although in the
future some economical methods of doing this may be developed. At least two
alternatives are to somehow reconstitute the scrap by chemical means, or else
to use the scrap plastic as fuel. The average heating value of such material
is probably in the range 15,000 - 20,000 Btu /lb. A present objection to
burning many plastics is the toxic nature of the combustion products.
The lead from storage batteries is eminently recyclable, and each automobile
uses about three or four batteries during its lifetime. Most of the replacement
batteries are salvaged in the trade-in process, as are those finally ending up
in wrecking yards.
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Steps in Resource Recovery
Usually the steps involved in recycling automobiles are:
1. The vehicle is transported to a local wrecking yard (dismantler).
2. A dismantler salvages parts worth reselling, which is a larger
fraction in the case of late-model wrecks than for worn-out obsolete
cars. In the latter instance, the tires, battery, radiator, ar
other easy-to-remove parts with a high scrap value are removed.
Sometimes the engine and drive train are also removed at this point.
The bulk is then flattened or compacted for efficient transport.
3. The bulk is shipped to a processing center, where it is either baled
or shredded. Shredding is becoming the preferred technique since it
results in a higher grade of ferrous scrap and allows segregation of
the other materials. Many shredding plants can take engine blocks
and all.
4. Recovered materials are shipped to smelters or foundries. Not all of
the material finds its way back to Detroit; much of the ferrous scrap
(for example) goes to regional steel mills to be turned into reinforcing
bar and structural shapes.
Energy Consumption in Resource Recovery
Transportation- The average number of ton-miles of transportation is not known
to us, but one scenario might be the following:
. The entire car, 3620 lb is shipped 20 miles to dismantler.
. After removing 300 lb of material, the remaining 3320 lb is forwarded
.?	 to shredder, id0 miles away.
. Non-metallics and some lost metal are landfilled near the shedder;





• If most of the ferrous material goes to regional steel mills, this
might still leave about 1000 lb. smelted metal to be sent another
1000 miles to new users including the auto industry.
The above shipments total 1377 ton-miles. Again using a payload-specific
fuel consumption of 0.0176 gal diesel fuel/ton-mile, ( 1 5' the aggregate trans-
portation fuel energy would be 3.27 million Btu per recycled automobile. Other
assumptions or conditions could alter this outcome appreciably.
Dismantler's Activities - Since dismantling is a labor- intensive activity,
not much fuel energy is expended during this part of the process. Hoisting,
flame-cutting, in-yard movements, and flattening of the hulk may consume
4 kWh per car at 20% efficiency, or a gross expenditure of 68,240 Btu per
car. If 3,620 lb scrap is handled, the specific energy would be 19 Btu /lb.
Shredder - Based on conversations with the operators of shredding plants, one
automobile can be shredded in 15 seconds to one minute even with engine block
and drive train still in the vehicle. This is a very energy-intense operation,
since around 4000 hp is used to drive a hammer mill. Another 2000 hp or so
is dedicated to segregation of the resulting scrap particles, and this process
is expected to keep pace with the shredding. Our very provisional estimate,
based on an assumed 20 seconds for a "car" to pass through each process and then
adding 20% more energy for plant idling and overhead consumption, is 339,000 Btu
per hulk.
Total Energy for Resource Recovery
.
- The above energy elements are summed up
i,b Table IV. The total energy for scrapping a 3620-1b passenger car and
recovering an appreciable fraction of its resources is roughly estimated as 3.7
million Btu. This does not include smelting or process energy to be charged







Table IV - Provisional Estimate of Energy Required to Recover
Resources from a Junked Automobile
Basis: Original curb weight 3620 lb, and assumptions
given in text. These assumed conditions are
subject to wide variations.
Activity










(Approximately 3.7 million Btu. Does not include
smelting or process energy for the next use.)
Approximate Mass Accountability:
Removed by dismantler for materials recycling - - - 200 lb
Removed by dismantler for parts resale - - - - - - IOU
Metal salvaged by shredder - - - - - - - - - - - 2,700
Lost metal and non-metal to landfill
	 - - - - -	 620
Original Curb Weight - - - - - - - - 	 3,620 lb
* Includes some eventual loss such as battery case materials.




The largest energy element by far in this total is transportation fuel.
Even if `	 transportation component were assumed to be much 1 ss (perhapsphis 	 	 	 e	 ^P	 sP
through the economies of rail shipment, rather than by truck), it would still
dominate the recycling energy requirement.
.,, -,cycling energy of almost 4 million Btu per car is to be compared with
124 mill'lon Btu to manufacture that car. While the 124 million Btu already
includes the energy benefit of some scrap metal recycling, further study
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